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To THe alabaMa coMMIssIon
on HIGHeR eDUcaTIon
The Alabama Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (ALEPSCoR) program is dedicated
to the advancement of economic development via scientific and engineering research through a
collaborative effort among the State’s research universities. The focus of activities is designed to attract
and retain distinguished scientists and researchers for Alabama; to develop new cutting-edge technologies
and high-tech industry; and to stimulate state competitiveness in medicine, biotechnology, engineering,
and other applied sciences.
A major accomplishment this year was the collaborative effort by the Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committee,
the Economic Development Partnership of Alabama (EDPA), the Alabama Commission on Higher
Education (ACHE) with research companies Hudson Alpha and Southern Research to develop a capabilities
assessment of research priorities and expertise in the state for use by industry and government. One
specific action item proposed in the Roadmap is a plan for the creation of an Alabama Commercialization
Scholars Program which will be used to create exceptional research talent and funding to Alabama. The
proposed program will promote innovative research while providing a recruiting pathway bringing the
best and brightest in science, technology, engineering and mathematics fields to the state. The Alabama
EPSCoR State Science and Technology Roadmap (AESSTR) can be found on the Alabama EPSCoR website
at www.alepscor.org.
ALEPSCoR has enjoyed recent success, securing nearly $ 9M in new federal research funding during FY 2015
and over $11.1M during FY 2016. Federally funded research expenditures for the same periods exceeded
$12.3M and $11.5M, respectively. Awards were received from the federal EPSCoR programs of the
National Science Foundation, U.S. Department of Energy, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. These awards range in duration from one to six years and employ
numerous researchers, graduate students, and undergraduate students. In addition, large numbers of K-12
teachers and students are involved in ALEPSCoR K-12 outreach activities. A special emphasis is placed on
outreach and collaborations with underrepresented groups to encourage involvement and knowledge in
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) fields.
State support for the ALEPSCoR program during FY 2016 included $332K for administration and over
$766K for the Graduate Research Scholars Program (GRSP). The GRSP has supported nearly 250 graduate
students since 2006, leading to 48 Master’s degrees and 146 Ph.D. degrees as of December 2016. During
the fall of 2016, 36 students were awarded GRSP funding in Round Eleven, 23 of these are new awardees.
More information regarding the GRSP can be found in Volume 9 of the GRSP Booklet published December
2016.
The ALESPCoR program continues to be a valuable contributor to scientific and engineering infrastructure,
research capabilities, education, and economic development across the state. We look forward to continued
investment for a stronger, more prosperous Alabama.
Respectfully,

Lynne Chronister
Chair, Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committee
Vice-President for Research and Economic Development
University of South Alabama
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Christopher M. Lawson
Executive Director, Alabama EPSCoR
Chair, Coalition of EPSCoR States
Professor, Department of Physics
University of Alabama at Birmingham
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other federal agencies the Department of Energy
(DOE), the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA),
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), and the largest of all, the National Institutes
of Health (NIH).
The mission of EPSCoR was originally designed
to meet the NSF statutory function “to strengthen
research and education in science and engineering
throughout the United States and to avoid undue
concentration of such research and education.”
During FY 2016, ALEPSCoR was eligible to participate
in EPSCoR programs associated with NSF, DOE, and
NASA but became ineligible for USDA EPSCoR funding.
ALEPSCoR is currently ineligible for participation in
the EPSCoR program associated with the NIH which is
called IDeA or Institutional Development Award.

The Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive
Research (EPSCoR) was started by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) in 1978 when Congress authori ed
the agency to create a new program in response to
broad public concerns about the extent of geographical
concentration of federal funding of research and
development (R D). Eligibility for EPSCoR participation
is limited to those jurisdictions that have historically
received lesser amounts of federal R D funding and
have demonstrated a commitment to develop their
research bases and to improve the uality of science,
technology and engineering research conducted at
their universities and colleges.
The success of the NSF EPSCoR program during the
1980s subse uently prompted the creation of EPSCoR
and EPSCoR-like programs that currently exist in four

EPSCoR GOALS
•

To provide strategic programs and opportunities for EPSCoR participants that
stimulate sustainable improvements in their R&D capacity and competitiveness.

•

To advance science and engineering capabilities in EPSCoR jurisdictions for
discovery, innovation and overall knowledge-based prosperity.

EPSCoR OBJECTIVES
• To catalyze key research themes and related activities within and among EPSCoR

jurisdictions that empower knowledge generation, dissemination and application.

• To activate effective jurisdictional and regional collaborations among academic,
government and private sector stakeholders that advance scientific research,
promote innovation and provide multiple societal benefits.

• To broaden participation in science and engineering by institutions, organizations
and people within and among EPSCoR jurisdictions.

• To use EPSCoR for development, implementation and evaluation of future

programmatic experiments that motivate positive change and progression.
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ALEPSCoR Specific Goals
•
•
•
•
•

Increase R D funding in Alabama to the national level.
Increase competitiveness of all research institutions in the state by measured publications, patents, research faculty,
research e uipment, etc.
Increase minority and under-represented group participation.
Develop industry-government-university partnerships to contribute to technology development and economic
growth in Alabama.
Increase effectiveness of EPSCoR programs.

ALEPSCoR Plan for Achieving Goals
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a coordinated plan for research within the state and aid in the development of consistent plans for each
agency.
Provide guidance in conducting competitions, where possible.
Select programs which have the greatest potential for achieving national competitiveness and determine the
resources re uired to reach that potential.
Use strengths and focus areas identified in the review and selection process.
Function as a liaison with the Alabama Commission on Higher Education.
Participate in EPSCoR Foundation and Coalition activities, as well as other groups that have impact on federal
funding agencies.

ALEPSCoR is a consortium of academic, government, and industrial organizations established in
1985. The core ALEPSCoR academic institutions in Alabama include the seven Ph.D. granting research
universities: Alabama A&M University, Auburn University, University of Alabama, University of
Alabama at Birmingham, University of Alabama in Huntsville, Tuskegee University, and the University
of South Alabama. Other academic institutions participate in and benefit from program activities through
satellite or outreach efforts and NSF Co-funding.
The primary goal of the consortium is to establish the infrastructure needed to increase sustained
national science and technology research competitiveness. This goal is accomplished by:
1. Supporting research clusters based on current Alabama research strengths.
2. Carefully planning major equipment purchases that significantly increase state capabilities.
3. Facilitating the hire of new faculty and research personnel in targeted areas.
4. Broadening participation of students in research cluster-related science and engineering fields.
5. Linking these clusters with higher education, government agencies, and the private sector.
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2015-2016 Alabama EPSCoR Notable Achievements
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

GRSP funded 36 students in Round 11 with 23 new awardees starting August 2016
Research expenditures neared $ 12.4M in FY 2015 and exceeded $11.5M in FY 2016
New EPSCoR awards exceeded $8.9M in FY 2015 and over $11.1M in FY 2016
In FY 2015 Alabama researchers were awarded portions of two NSF EPSCoR RII (Research
Infrastructure Improvement) Track-2 Awards. UAB’s Dr. Gamlin is continuing participation
in a $ 4M two-state collaboration with South Carolina entitled RII Track-2 FEC Bridging
Cognitive Science and Neuroscience Using Innovative Imaging Technologies and UA’s Dr.
Shanlin Pan is collaborating with Mississippi and Louisiana researchers in a $3M, threestate project entitled, RII Track 2 FEC Feeding and Powering the World- Capturing
Sunlight to Split Water and Generate Fertili er and Fuels
In FY 2016, Alabama researchers were awarded portions of three NSF EPSCoR RII
Track-2 Awards. Drs. Boni oni and Dimova (UA) and Dr. Kharlampieva (UAB) are
collaborating in a $4M two-state project with the University of Southern Mississippi
and the University of Mississippi entitled NSF RII Track-2 FEC Emergent Polymer
Sensing Technologies for Gulf Coast Water uality Monitoring. UAB Drs. S a arski,
Pati, Gawne, and Martin are collaborating with Louisiana Tech University and the
University of Arkansas in a $6M project entitled, NSF RII Track-2 FEC Probing and
Understanding the Brain Micro and Macro Dynamics of Sei ure and Memory
Networks. The third NSF Track 2 includes UAB Drs. McMahon, Gray, Dobrun , Boli,
and Naka awa in a $6M collaboration with Clemson University and the University of
New Mexico in a project entitled, RII Track-2 FEC The Creation of Next-Generation
Tools for Neuroscience - Noninvasive Radioluminescence Approaches to Optogenetics
New NSF Co-funded awards exceeded $2.4M in FY 2015 and $6.3M in FY 2016.
UA Dr. Lin Li was awarded a $ 420K DOE EPSCoR State Laboratory Partnership award
in September 2016 entitled, Multiscale Modeling of Shear Banding in Metallic Glasses
In FY 2015, USDA AFRI Strengthening awards expenditures exceeded $1.6M while in FY
2016 they exceeded $1.1M. In FY 2016, Alabama became ineligible for USDA EPSCoR
funding.
In FY 2015, Alabama NASA EPSCoR was awarded one new $ 375K RID award while one
CAN award and one RID award are ongoing. In une 2016, Alabama EPSCoR recieved
notice of a new CAN award entitled, Development of Dust Free Binders for Spacecra
Air Revitali ation Systems. The research PI is Dr. Grant Glover at USA, a former NASA
RID Seed grant recipient
Received ongoing support for the NSF Track 1 project, entitled, Enhancing Alabama’s
Research Capacity in Nano Bio Science and Sensors and an extension of Alabama DOE
Implementation Grant graduate student support and Human Resource Development
program
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Alabama EPSCoR (ALEPSCoR) Science and Technology
During FY 2016, the ALEPSCoR Steering Committee, the Alabama Commerce Department, the Economic Development
Partnership of Alabama (EDPA), and the Alabama Commission on Higher Education (ACHE), along with research oriented
companies HudsonAlpha and Southern Research, undertook a capabilities assessment of research priorities and expertise
in the state. From this extensive appraisal, the ALEPSCoR State Science and Technology Roadmap (AESSTR) was developed.
The AESSTR identifies statewide research priorities and areas of research expertise across Alabama’s universities and
laboratories that can provide targeted economic growth.
In coordination and support of the Accelerate Alabama economic development
strategic plan, the AESSTR calls for partnership between research and education
enterprise as a pathway to achieve the goals of statewide Renewal of industry
and strategic economic development. Accelerate Alabama provides direction for
Alabama’s economic development efforts by identifying central business sectors
for enhancement, as well as providing recommendations or accelerators focused
on three economic development drivers Recruitment, Retention and Renewal.
With input from more than 1,200 stakeholders and led by the Alabama Economic
Development Alliance, the strategic targets and accelerators were identified based
on extensive research and potential impact to the state. Alabama has a long history
in agriculture, chemistry, forestry, manufacturing and transportation. More recently
other domains, including biosciences, informatics technology, space sciences,
energy, plasma science, information science and nanotechnology have emerged. A
strategic, forward-thinking Alabama can take advantage of these emerging domains
of strength to build a thriving, diverse economy.
On September 9th, 2016, following a presentation from Dr. Gregory Fitch of the Alabama Commission on Higher
Education explaining the necessity for responsible stewardship of scientific resources to benefit students and institutions,
ALEPSCoR Steering Committee Chair Mrs. Lynne Chronister presented the AESSTR to the Alabama Commission on Higher
Education (ACHE). Detailing the value of a partnership between the research and
education enterprise of Alabama’s universities and economic growth in the state, Mrs.
Chronister described a pathway for leveraging the resources at Alabama’s universities
with private and public laboratories to achieve the goals of statewide Renewal of
industry through the growth of innovation and research activities directly related to the
expertise and strength of Alabama’s universities and laboratories. As Mrs. Chronister
noted, the AESSTR provides the mechanism for Alabama to capitali e on the inherent
strengths of its institutions of higher education, to bring renewal to the state, and to
build an environment where science, technology, and the economy grow alongside
intellectual and commercial opportunities. The full AESSTR, including the maps and the
capabilities tables, can be found on the ALEPSCoR website (http www.alepscor.org).
Commercialization Scholars
A vital component of this development plan relies on using the brainpower at Alabama research universities,
specifically the seven Ph.D. granting research universities that constitute the ALEPSCoR Program, to ensure the Renewal of
entrepreneurship, commerciali ation, and innovative development. The Commerciali ation Scholars Program is specifically
designed to promote innovative research and provide a pathway to recruiting for the state the best and brightest within the
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science, technology, engineering, and mathematics fields. In order to add to the intellectual firepower within the state,
ALEPSCoR supports the recruitment of outstanding faculty Commerciali ation Scholars to the ALEPSCoR institutions. These
new faculty Commerciali ation Scholars must be nationally recogni ed leaders in their field and must be recruited from
outside the State. It is expected that these new individuals will 1) Either bring with them a substantive research funding
portfolio that in itself within one year adds jobs to Alabama’s economy; or 2) Have a documented and demonstrated track
record of utili ing their respective intellectual property to create successful new companies and or licensing agreements.
A key factor to both Accelerate Alabama and the AESSTR is ensuring the Renewal of Alabama industries through
innovative research and development critical to Alabama’s universities and essential to Alabama’s R D infrastructure.
The Commerciali ation Scholars program has the potential of leading to substantial economic growth and job creation in
the State by recruiting people that either already have a substantial research funding portfolio or that have a proven track
record of spinning off successful high tech companies.
Alabama Innovation Fund (AIF)
As part of the implementation of Accelerate Alabama and including the Commerciali ation Scholars program, the state
has created the Alabama Innovation Fund. The purpose of the fund is to maximi e the use of the State’s economic development
resources by leveraging annual research and development expenditures by Public Institutions of Higher Education to generate
resources which can be used to support economic development activities. The Alabama Innovation Fund supports and
operates two distinct programs (i) The Renewal Program and (ii) The Research Program. The budget available for the initial
disbursement was $4M. During the first round of AIF funding, the ALEPSCoR Program assisted the Alabama Department of
Commerce in the management of the peer review process to secure $3,920K in funding. At that time, sixty percent (60 ),
or $2,352K of the funding supported the Renewal Program while forty percent (40 ) supported the Research Program.
In 2015, the ALEPSCoR
PI
Org
Type
Amount
Amount
Title
Program again assisted
Requested Awarded
the Alabama Department
Developing a High Performance Integrated Building Energy
Jeffrey Suhling
AU
Renewal $400,646 $400,646 Systems Technologies (HPI-BEST) Research Program at AU
of Commerce in the peerProbiotic and Vaccine Development to Benefit the AL Catfish
Mark Liles
Industry
review selection process,
AU
Research $250,000 $250,000
proposals were due in early
Brian Jorden
Friction Stir Welding System
UA
Renewal $200,000 $200,000
High Performance and Reliability of Al-Si-Cu Alloys for
August with the review
Luke Brewer
Automotive Engine Block Production in AL
UA
Research $181,480 $181,480
panel meeting later that
Curtis Carver
UAB
PetaByte Storage Array for UAB Research
Renewal $500,000 $500,000
month. The program is now
Appointment of Dr. Jianyi "Jay" Zhang for Cardiovascular
Jay Zhang
UAB
Research, Commercilization, and Economic Development
Renewal $500,000 $500,000
funding fourteen projects
Dean Sicking
UAB
Development of a W-Beam Guardrail Terminal
Research $250,000 $250,000
at six institutions across
Yogesh Vohra
UAB
Enabling Diamond-Based High Tech Industry in AL
Research $250,000 $250,000
Alabama ranging from
Kannan Grant
UAH
Support for the UAH Invention to Innovation Center
Renewal $500,000 $500,000
automotive metallurgy in
Development of the UAH TS/SS/WT
(Transonic/Supersonic/Windtunnel) for Advanced Aerospace
the manufacture of engine
Phil Ligrani
UAH Research $249,810 $249,810
and Aeropropulsion Research
blocks to the design of a
Expansion of Research Core for Next Generation Composite
treadmill for those with
K.T. Hsiao
USA
Materials Manufacturing
Renewal $253,635 $253,635
Nephele: A Cloud Computing, Data Storage and Network
disabilities. This program
M. Alam
USA
Management System
Research $250,000 $250,000
hopes to advance products
Hudson
Bioinformatics Program at HudsonAlpha Institute for
Made in Alabama, while
A. Mackiewicz
Alpha Renewal $500,000 $500,000
Biotechnology
expanding the state’s
R. Hergenrother
SRI
Force-Induced Treadmill
Research $164,800 $164,800
research enterprise.
Total AIF Expeditures
$4,450,371
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The ALEPSCoR program is dedicated to the advancement
of economic development via scientific and engineering
research through a collaborative effort among the State’s
research universities. The focus of activities is designed to
attract and retain distinguished scientists and researchers
for Alabama; to develop new cutting-edge technologies,
companies and opportunities; and to stimulate state
competitiveness in medicine, biotechnology, engineering,
mathematics and other applied sciences.
ALEPSCoR seeks to increase Research and Development
(R D) competitiveness through the development and
utili ation of science and technology resources residing in
Alabama’s major research universities. It strives to achieve
its objectives by stimulating sustainable infrastructure
improvements at the state and institutional levels that
significantly increase the ability of ALEPSCoR researchers
to compete for federal and private sector R D funding, and
accelerate the movement of ALEPSCoR researchers and
institutions into the mainstream of federal and private sector
R D support.
As a member of the EPSCoR program, Alabama receives
federal funds to stimulate nationally competitive research
and to increase the ability of its scientists to compete
successfully for research funds from NSF and other
federal agencies. The ALEPSCoR consortium of academic,
government, and industrial organi ations supports projects
that establish an infrastructure within the state capable
of developing and sustaining high- uality science and

engineering research and education that can potentially
contribute to statewide national competitiveness.
Over the long term, ALEPSCoR is enhancing valuable
resources that can in uence Alabama’s research capacity
in the 21st Century. Alabama depends on its colleges and
universities to provide well educated workers that leading
companies re uire if they are to compete in a knowledgebased global economy. A highly educated work force is the
most critical factor in attracting and retaining the kind of
leading companies that bring 21st century jobs to the state.
Increasing Alabama’s scientific and technology research
competitiveness is critical for the long term economic health
of the state. Specifically, ALEPSCoR makes a difference to
Alabama through education, outreach, increased diversity,
partnerships, infrastructure building, economic benefit
jobs, business opportunities, and a system that encourages
graduation and self-sustainability.

ALEPSCoR Improves Education
ALEPSCoR makes a difference through the state’s colleges
and universities, their science and engineering faculty, and
students. A primary focus of the team is preparing students
for careers in engineering, materials sciences, biological
sciences, physics, optics and lasers, energy, forestry, etc.
Through mandates by NSF and other EPSCoR agencies, a
portion of the agency investment goes to promote programs
for K-12. Citi ens of the state benefit by outreach efforts
which includes basic community math programs, teacher

FY 2015
EPSCoR Agency
NSF RII
NSF Co funding
EPSCoR Institutions
Other Institutions
DOE EPSCoR
NASA EPSCoR
USDA EPSCoR
Total

New EPSCoR
Related Awards

FY 2016

EPSCoR Related
EPSCoR Related
New EPSCoR
Research
Research
Related Awards
Expenditures
Expenditures

3,178,000

1,688,457

4,457,980

1,248,117

2,011,504
450,000
0
375,000
2,921,548
8,936,052

5,967,972
2,343,812
98,000
568,066
1,679,800
12,346,108

6,031,752
271,535
420,756
0

5,980,556
2,538,105
108,563
517,350
1,158,651
11,551,342
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education opportunities, and development of new sciencebased curricula. These efforts improve K-12 education
without significant investments from the state.

ALEPSCoR Encourages Partnerships
ALEPSCoR cooperates with state leaders in government,
higher education, and business to establish productive,
long-term partnerships between universities, colleges, K-12
educational institutions, Alabama businesses, and other
governmental agencies. These partnerships are designed to
stimulate local action resulting in lasting improvements to
the state’s academic research infrastructure and increased
national research and development (R D) competitiveness.

ALEPSCoR Enhances Infrastructure

NSF RII Track 1, 2, and Track 3 projects, numerous ongoing
NSF Co-funded projects, one DOE project; new and ongoing
NASA EPSCoR projects; and multiple new and ongoing USDA
AFRI Strengthening Grants.

Human infrastructure is enriched by opportunities to
establish relationships with national laboratories, to use
e uipment and collaborate with federal researchers, and hiring
new faculty in targeted research growth areas which enables
Alabama to achieve critical mass in these high growth research
areas. E uipment infrastructure is improved by targeted
e uipment purchases which enable Alabama researchers to
perform research in new cutting- edge technologies.

In FY 2016, Alabama researchers were awarded portions
of three new collaborative NSF Track 2 projects, seventeen
NSF Co-funded awards, and a new DOE State Laboratory
Partnership award. Alabama became ineligible for USDA
AFRI Strengthening grants due to surpassing eligibility
criteria. Research expenditures for FY 2016 exceeded
$ 11.5M from one NSF Track 1 award, five NSF Track 2 awards,
and one NSF Track 3 award; more than sixty NSF Co-funded
awards; an ongoing DOE EPSCoR Implementation grant as
well a DOE EPSCoR State Labaoratory Partnership award,
an ongoing NASA EPSCoR Cooperative Agreement Notice
(CAN) award and two Research Infrastructure Development
(RID) awards; along with more than ten ongoing USDA AFRI
Strengthening awards.

ALEPSCoR Provides Economic
Benefits and Jobs
External EPSCoR funded grants support new faculty hires
which provide salary for new research assistant professors,
post-doctoral research associates, graduate student stipends
and tuition, as well as undergraduate student support. These
external grant funds provide jobs for hundreds of people
in the state, helping to stimulate the state’s economy.
By establishing the research infrastructure in the state’s
targeted areas, Alabama researchers become competitive
in obtaining federal non-EPSCoR grant funding. New external
grant funds provide an additional economic benefit to the
state by providing support for faculty and graduate students.
During FY 2015, Alabama EPSCoR researchers were
awarded nearly $9 milllion in new awards including two NSF
RII Track 2 awards, numerous NSF Co-funded awards, a new
NASA Research Infrastructure Development (RID) award and
numerous USDA EPSCoR projects. Research expenditures for
FY 2015 exceeded $ 12.3 as a result of the new and ongoing

ALEPSCoR Creates High Tech
Business Opportunities
ALEPSCoR funded research leads to intellectual property
that can serve as a catalyst for the creation of high technology
companies in the State. ALEPSCoR funded research has led to
numerous patents, licencing agreements, and small business
start-ups. These new companies will provide additional longterm jobs for Alabama residents.
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Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committee
The ALEPSCoR Steering
Committee (AESC) is responsible
for fiscal and programmatic aspects
of ALEPSCoR activities. Members
include representatives from the
seven research institutions,
Alabama A M University, Auburn
University, Tuskegee University,
University of Alabama, University
of Alabama at Birmingham,
University of Alabama in
Huntsville and University of South Alabama as well as the
Alabama Commission on Higher Education and the Economic
Development Partnership of Alabama.
In May 2015, Ms. Lynne Chronister became Chair of the
Alabama EPSCoR Steering Commitee while Dr. Ray Vaughn became
the Vice-Chair. Ms. Chronister serves as the Vice President for
Research and Economic Development at the University of South
Alabama. Dr. Vaughn serves at Vice President for Research at the
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
In anuary 2015, The Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committee
amended the Bylaws to revise membership into two-tiers
Standing Committee
(StdC) Vice Presidents for
Research or designee of
the seven Ph.D. granting
institutions along with
representatives from the
Alabama Commission on
Higher Education (ACHE) and
the Economic Development
Partnership of Alabama
(EDPA).
Advisory Committee
(AC)- public or private sector
individuals who will serve
in an advisory role or as a
technical expert.
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Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committee
Standing Committee
Ms. Lynne U. Chronister
Chair, Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committee
Vice President for Research and Economic Development
University of South Alabama
Dr. Ray Vaughn
Vice Chair, Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committee
Vice President for Research
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Dr. Richard B. Marchase
Vice President for Research and Economic Development
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Dr. Elizabeth French
Proxy for Dr. Gregory Fitch
Director, Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Planning,
Alabama Commission on Higher Education
Dr. Shaik Jeelani
Vice President for Research and Sponsored Programs
Tuskegee University
Dr. Daniel Wims
Provost and Vice-President for Academic Affairs
Interim Vice-President for Research
Alabama A&M University
Dr. John Mason
Vice President for Research and Economic Development
Auburn University
Dr. Carl Pinkert
Vice President for Research and Economic Development
The University of Alabama
Mr. Steve Spencer, President
Economic Development Partnership of Alabama
Advisory Committee
Ms. Angela C. Till
Proxy for Mr. Greg Canfield
Deputy Secretary
Alabama Department of Commerce
Mr. Fred McCallum, President
AT&T Alabama
Arthur J. Tipton, Ph.D.
President and Chief Executive Officer
Southern Research Institute
Mr. Mike Saxon
Vice President, Mobile Division
Alabama Power Company
Mr. Joe H. Ritch, Chairman
Tennessee Valley Authority

ManaGeMenT
ALEPSCoR Executive Director
Dr. Christopher Lawson has served as ALEPSCoR Executive Director since 2010. He
previously served as ALEPSCoR Associate Executive Director from 2007- 2010 and ALEPSCoR
Co-Director from 1999-2005. Dr. Lawson is a Professor of Physics at the University of
Alabama at Birmingham, with a research specialty of optical sensing and nonlinear optics,
and has published over 70 journal articles and 10 books or book chapters in these areas.
The Executive Director is the chief administrative o cer of ALEPSCoR, and is appointed
by the AESC. The ALEPSCoR Executive Director has overall responsibility and authority for
the day-to-day operation, management and coordination of the ALEPSCoR program. He is
responsible for constructing and administering a budget that best serves the needs of all
federally funded EPSCoR programs and providing reports to the Alabama Commission for
Higher Education, fiscal agent for state funds in support of EPSCoR. He also supervises and
administers the state funded Graduate Research Scholars Program (GRSP). The ALEPSCoR State Agency Directors and GRSP
Campus Coordinators report to the Executive Director.
Dr. Lawson also serves on the Board of Directors of the EPSCoR IDEA Foundation Coalition, which assumes a leadership
role in coordinating national EPSCoR activities. In addition, in November 2016 Dr. Lawson was elected by the EPSCoR
Coalition Board of Directors to serve as Chair of the Coalition.

ALEPSCoR Staff
Charlotte Nix has been with
Alabama EPSCoR since 2006 and
serves as the Alabama EPSCoR
Program Administrator at The
University of Alabama. Ms. Nix
is responsible for managing the
Graduate Research Scholars
Program, EPSCoR grant listings,
EPSCoR reports, and Steering
Committee coordination and
communication.

ami Anderson joined the
Alabama EPSCoR o ce parttime in May 2016 and serves
as the Program Coordinator
at the University of Alabama
at Birmingham. ami has a B.S.
in Biology from Berea College,
a M.S. in International Health
and Management from the
University of Aberdeen, and a
M.S. in Biomedical Science from William Carey University.

Agency Directors
The ALEPSCoR Agency Directors provide oversight responsibility for the day-to-day operations of federal EPSCoR research
programs in Alabama, including responsibility for coordination, notification and supervision of all EPSCoR announcements
and awards issued by the federal government.
The ALEPSCoR Agency Director is the administrative o cer for a designated EPSCoR program in Alabama. He or she is
appointed by the ALEPSCoR Steering Committee and is responsible for carrying out the administrative functions of the AESC,
providing management, coordination and direction of the EPSCoR program in Alabama and for such other duties assigned
by the Executive Director and AESC. ALEPSCoR currently has an EPSCoR Agency Director for NSF, DOE, NASA, and USDA.
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Alabama NSF EPSCoR State Agency Director
Dr. Hosur is the Alabama NSF EPSCoR Agency Director as well as Principal Investigator (PI) on the
NSF-EPSCoR RII Track 1 grant head uartered at Tuskegee University. He also leads the effort on the
Nano and Biomaterials thrust. The thrust also consists of researchers at Auburn University, University
of Alabama at Birmingham, the University of Alabama, and the University of South Alabama. Together,
they study a broad spectrum of areas connected to materials research and engineering including
nanotechnology, advanced biomaterials, carbon epoxy composites, epoxy syntactic foams, and
nanomaterials for drug delivery applications. The research has the potential to create a new generation
of automobile, aircra , spacecra , locomotives and sporting goods materials. Further, the nanotechnology work could lead
to new types of biosensors, drug delivery systems, and heat exchangers.
Dr. Hosur earned his B.E. in Civil Engineering, M. Tech in Aeronautical Engineering and Ph.D. in Aerospace Engineering
from India. He is currently Interim Head and Professor in Materials Science Engineering at Tuskegee University. For more
information, contact Dr. Hosur at 334.724.4220 or hosur myu.tuskegee.edu.

Alabama DOE EPSCoR State Agency Director
ohn W. Steadman, P.E, serves as the Alabama Department of Energy (DOE) EPSCoR State
Agency Director, the Dean of Engineering at the University of South Alabama, and is a licensed
professional engineer. Dr. Steadman previously served as Associate Dean and Head of the Department
of Electrical Engineering at the University of Wyoming. He earned his B.S. and M.S. degrees in
electrical engineering from the University of Wyoming and the Ph.D. degree from Colorado State
University. Dr. Steadman was a research engineer for General Dynamics, Convair Division in San
Diego, California before joining the faculty at the University of Wyoming and served as a Distinguished Visiting Professor at
the United States Air Force Academy.
Dr. Steadman has received several awards, including the IEEE United States Activities Board Citation of Honor, the NCEES
Distinguished Service Award with Special Commenation, the Wyoming Engineering Society Outstanding Engineer Award,
and the AT T Foundation Award for Excellence in Teaching. Professor Steadman was appointed to the Board of Registration
for Professional Engineers and Professional Land Surveyors in Wyoming by three different governors serving on that board
for more than sixteen years. He has also been active in the National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying
(NCEES), serving on several of the national committees, as treasurer, and as the national president in 1993-94.
In addition to his engineering education responsibilities, Dr. Steadman was 2004 President of IEEE-USA, Past Chair of
the Board of Governors of the Order of the Engineer, and participates in accreditation of engineering programs for ABET. Dr.
Steadman is the author of more than 60 journal publications, book chapters and patents. He has been honored with election
to Fellow grade in the National Society of Professional Engineers and the American Society for Engineering Education. For
more information, contact Dr. Steadman at 251.460.6140 or jsteadman southalabama.edu.
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Alabama NASA EPSCoR State Agency Director
Dr. ohn Gregory has served as the Alabama Space Grant Director since 1991 and the NASA
EPSCoR Director since the program was first funded in 1994. Dr. Gregory has had programs funded
by NASA and the NSF in high energy astrophysics and in materials science in space for 40 years, and
had opportunities to y many instruments and experiments in space on various platforms. He was
one of Alabama’s first NSF EPSCoR PIs in the 1980s. In August 2014, he was awarded the Space
Agency’s highest non-Civil Service award, the Distinguished Public Service Medal, for several decades
of service to NASA’s Space Science Research and Education programs. He is currently Professor of
Chemistry and Materials Science at the University of Alabama in Huntsville. For more information contact Dr. Gregory at
256.824.6028 or jcgregory matschi.uah.edu.

Alabama USDA EPSCoR State Agency Director
Dr. Frank F. (Skip) Bartol is the Alabama USDA EPSCoR State Agency Director, Alumni Professor
of Reproductive Biology in the Department of Anatomy, Physiology and Pharmacology, Associate
Dean for Research and Graduate Studies, and Interim Director of the Scott-Ritchey Research
Center in the College of Veterinary Medicine at Auburn University (AU). Additionally, since its
establishment in September 2014, Dr. Bartol serves with Dr. Greg Barsh of the HudsonAlpha Institute
for Biotechnology, as co-Director of the HudsonAlpha Auburn University Center for Comparative
Genomics and Translational Research. A member of the AU faculty since 1983, Bartol obtained
the BS degree from Virginia Tech and both MS and PhD degrees through the Interdisciplinary
Reproductive Biology Program from the University of Florida. Additionally, he obtained advanced training in molecular
biology as a Visiting Scientist and Scholar in the Center for Animal Biotechnology at Texas A M University. In 2005, Bartol
was honored by his doctoral alma mater when he was named a Donald Henry Barron Lecturer at the University of Florida in
recognition of outstanding research and scholarly activities in the field of reproductive biology. His research, which focuses
on identification of mechanisms regulating development and function of female reproductive tract tissues in domestic
ungulates, has been supported by competitive grants from the USDA National Research Initiative, the National Institute of
Food and Agriculture (NIFA), the National Science Foundation, and private organi ations in the U.S. and abroad, as well as
by the Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station. Dr. Bartol served as Panel Manager for the U.S. NIFA Animal Reproduction
program in 2014 and 2015. He is an active member of the Society for the Study of Reproduction (SSR), the American
Society of Reproductive Immunology (ASRI), and the Society for Theriogenology (SFT), and was elected as an Honorary
Member of the Society of Phi eta, the honor society of veterinary medicine, for distinguished service in the advancement
of science relating to the animal industry. An advocate of the responsible use of animals in research and education, Dr.
Bartol has served as chair of the Auburn University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, and both Animal Care and
Experimentation and Animal Ethics sub-committees for the SSR. In addition to teaching the graduate course in reproductive
biology at AU, Bartol lectures in bioethics and animal law in the AU veterinary curriculum and has spoken nationally and
internationally on these topics. For more information, contact Dr. Bartol at 334.844.3700 or bartoff auburn.edu.
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GRaDUaTe ReseaRcH
scHolaRs PRoGRaM
Graduate students who represent the next generation of
researchers and innovators are critical to the advancement of
Alabama’s high-tech human resource capacity. To assist our
institutions of higher education in training this next generation
of scientists and engineers investments are re uired to attract
the brightest and best scholars who will contribute to the
state’s vision of economic growth and prosperity.
During FY 2016, the Alabama Legislature continued the
appropriation to ALEPSCoR through the Alabama Commission
on Higher Education for the purpose of funding the GRSP.
Since its inception in 2006, the program has funded nearly
250 exceptional graduate students.
Round Eleven began in the Fall of 2016 by funding
36 students with 23 new recipients conducting research
funded by EPSCoR (Experimental Program to Stimulate
Competitive Research) programs at the National Science
Foundation, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the U.S. Department of
Energy O ce of Science. Of the thirty-six students, twentyeight (28) are pursuing a PhD while eight (8) are working
towards a Master’s. Students are selected competitively by a
team consisting of one campus coordinator from each of the
PhD granting institutions in the ALEPSCoR Program. Renewals
are granted each year subject to satisfactory progress in a
given year and available funding.
The goal of the ALEPSCoR GRSP is to invest in Alabama
universities to expand research output and attract eminent
senior faculty and uality graduate students. The program’s
objective is to provide a highly trained workforce to fuel the
growth of high technology companies in Alabama.
The uality of work generated as part of the first
ten funding rounds was both cutting-edge and novel.
Encouraged by the success of the program, researchers have
leveraged state funds with other research based resources
to supplement the GRSP and increase participation in the
program. Students whose proposed research or field of study
and career interests are congruent with the funded science
and technology programs of the NSF, DOE, NASA, USDA at
Alabama EPSCoR universities are eligible to apply. The AESC
created a GRSP Subcommittee to monitor and continually
make revisions to improve the program.
Additional information regarding the GRSP can be found
in Volume 9 GRSP Booklet published December 2016.

AAMU GRSP Student Wesley Sims explains his research at
the National NSF EPSCoR Conference in November 2015 in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire
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GRSP Campus Coordinators
Alabama A&M University
Dr. Tommy Coleman
tommy.coleman aamu.edu
(256) 372-4192
Auburn University
Dr. Frank (Skip) Bartol
bartoff auburn.edu
(334) 844-3700
Tuskegee University
Dr. Mahesh Hosur
hosur mytu.tuskegee.edu
(334) 724-4220
University of Alabama
Dr. ohn Wiest
jwiest eng.ua.edu
(205) 348-1727
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Dr. Chris Lawson
lawson uab.edu
(205) 975-5059
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Dr. David Berkowit
berkowd uah.edu
(256) 824-6533
University of South Alabama
Dr. ohn Steadman
jsteadman southalabama.edu
(251) 460-6140

sUMMaRY
In summary, the Alabama Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research is dedicated to the development
of scientific and engineering capabilities through state research university collaboration. Research performed by our
universities represents a substantial industry in Alabama. Activities are designed to attract distinguished scientists,
young investigators, and researchers from various fields, fostering economic development through investments
that result in cutting-edge technologies and stimulate competitiveness in medicine, biotechnology, engineering,
mathematics, and other applied sciences.
Alabama EPSCoR was successful in securing new funding from the NSF, DOE, NASA, and the USDA during FY 2015
and FY 2016. Significant state commitment is necessary to sustain the ALEPSCoR activities and to provide concrete
evidence to the NSF and other agencies that the State is willing to partially match the large federal research investment
in these activities. Continued state support ensures EPSCoR federal funding will continue to be available for our
scientists and demonstrates a willingness on the part of the State of Alabama to make a full commitment to building
research capabilities to support state economic development. For more information on Alabama EPSCoR programs
within the NSF, DOE, USDA, and NASA see the following sections.

A strong commitment
for EPSCoR is a sound
investment for our
State’s future.
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The Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR) is
EPSCoR Jurisdictions
designed to fulfull the mandate of the National Science Foundation to promote
scientific progress nationwide. The NSF EPSCoR program began in 1978 and
is a federal-state partnership designed to help America maintain its global
leadership by capitali ing on talents and resources available in all states of
the union. The program promotes the intellectual and human development
missions of NSF by supporting basic research activities which span a broad
range of science, engineering and technology and by supporting training of
future scientists and engineers in states where NSF research support is e ual to
or less than .75 per cent of the total NSF research and related activities budget
for the previous three years. The NSF EPSCoR O ce is located in the O ce of
the NSF Director where all EPSCoR awards are made through a rigorous merit
review process.
Alabama first became eligible for EPSCoR funding in 1985. In FY 2015, a
1985
1987
2000
2003
2009
1980
total of twenty-seven states and two territories were eligible for NSF EPSCoR
Idaho
Iowa
Alaska
Delaware
Arkansas
Alabama
Louisiana
Utah
Kentucky
funding. The colleges and universities in all the 28 EPSCoR states plus Guam, Maine
Mississippi
Montana
Nevada
2001
2004
South Carolina North Dakota South Dakota Hawaii
2012
New Hampshire
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands receive only about 10 percent of the West Virginia Oklahoma
New Mexico
1992
Rhode
Island Guam
Puerto Rico
Tennessee
Missouri
Vermont
Kansas
2002
NSF budget. The remaining ninety percent of NSF funding goes to non-EPSCoR
Wyoming
Nebraska
U.S. Virgin Islands
jurisdictions.
NSF allocated nearly 90 percent of research funding through a competitive merit review process as grants or cooperative
agreements to individual researchers and groups at colleges, universities, academic consortia, non-profit institutions, and
small businesses. In FY 2015, the grand total of NSF awards distributed across the world was $6,967,463K while the US total
was $6,941,974K. Alabama recieved $34,281K, NSF’s O ce of the Director awarded $ 1,868,427 directly to the seven PhD
granting institutions (AAMU, AU, TU, UA, UAB, UAH, and USA) and Alabama State University. Additional funds supported
Alabama researchers working on multiple state collaborative NSF RII Track 2 awards. NSF EPSCoR uses three major investment
strategies to achieve its goal of improving the
NSF Funding Rates FY 2012-2015
R D competitiveness of researchers and
2012
2013
2014
2015
institutions within EPSCoR jurisdictions. These
No. of proposals
48,717
49,150
48,206
49,630
strategies are
All NSF Directorates No. of awards
11,628
10,981
11,120
12,016
funding rate
No. of proposals
Alabama portion (All NSF
No. of awards
Directorates)
funding rate
No. of proposals
NSF Office of the Director
No. of awards
(O/D) (includes EPSCoR)
funding rate
No. of proposals
Alabama portion (O/D)
No. of awards
(includes EPSCoR)
funding rate
Total*
All NSF Funding
Total*
Alabama (All NSF)
Overall NSF O/D Funding Total*
Total
Alabama NSF O/D
Total
Alabama EPSCoR
*Amount shown in thousands

24%
22%
23%
24%
670
648
666
583
111
95
103
85
17%
15%
15%
15%
992
579
755
671
344
269
336
312
35%
46%
45%
46%
18
11
17
12
7
4
3
2
39%
36%
18%
17%
6,730,420 6,548,925 6,766,552 6,967,463
47,367
45,987
45,305
34,281
496,472 343,784 385,949 460,863
7,945,231 5,262,194 4,797,819 2,611,006
7,579,458 4,851,399 4,239,226 1,868,427
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Research Infrastructure
Improvement Program:
Track-1 (RII Track-1) Awards. RII Track-1
awards provide up to $4 million per year
for up to five years. They are intended to
improve the research competitiveness of
jurisdictions by improving the academic
research infrastructure in support of
physical, human, and cyber infrastructure
improvements in areas selected by the
particular jurisdiction’s steering committee
as having the best potential to improve the
jurisdiction’s future R D competitiveness.
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Track-2 (RII Track-2) Awards. RII Track-2 awards provide up
to $2 million per year for up to three years as collaborative
awards to a consortia of at least two EPSCoR jurisdictions
to support innovation-enabling research in all areas of
science, engineering, and education supported by NSF of
regional, thematic, or national importance in scientific focus
areas such as Understanding the Brain and Sustainable
Food, Energy, and Water Systems . These awards must
demonstrate a strong rationale for the establishment of
the consortium over the work of a single independent
researcher. Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics (STEM) activities are an integral component
of each Track 2 project.
Track-3 (RII Track-3) Awards. RII Track-3 awards provide up
to $750,000 for up to five years to support the strategic
goal of broadening participation to improve future R D
competitiveness of EPSCoR jurisdictions. These awards
are intended to broaden participation of underrepresented
groups in STEM fields supported by NSF - underrepresented
minorities, women, persons with disabilities and those in
underserved rural regions of the country.

education programs, and crosscutting initiatives. These
proposals have been merit reviewed and recommended
for award, but could not be funded without the combined,
leveraged support of EPSCoR and the Research and
Education Directorates. Co-funding leverages EPSCoR
investment and facilitates participation of EPSCoR scientists
and engineers in Foundation-wide programs and initiatives.

Workshops and Outreach:

Co-Funding of Disciplinary and
Multidisciplinary Research:
EPSCoR co-invests with NSF Directorates and O ces in
the support of meritorious proposals from individual
investigators, groups, and centers in EPSCoR jurisdictions
that are submitted to the Foundation’s research and

The EPSCoR Office solicits re uests for support of
workshops, conferences, and other community-based
activities designed to explore opportunities in emerging
areas of science and engineering, and to share best
practices in planning and implementation in strategic
planning, diversity, communication, cyberinfrastructure,
evaluation, and other areas of importance to EPSCoR
jurisdictions (NSF document 12-588). The EPSCoR O ce
also supports outreach travel that enables NSF staff from
Directorates and O ces to work with the EPSCoR research
community regarding NSF opportunities, priorities,
programs, and policies. Such travel also serves to more
fully ac uaint NSF staff with the science and engineering
accomplishments, ongoing activities, and new directions
and opportunities in research and education in the
jurisdictions.

New FY15 and FY16 NSF Research Infrastructure Improvement (RII) Awards
Award
Number

Award Title

AL Inst and
Investigators

Collaborators

Period of
Performance

AL portion

total NSF
award

1539034

RII Track-2 FEC: Bridging Cognitive Science and
Neuroscience Using Innovative Imaging Technologies

UAB John Sweatt and
Paul Gamlin

Medical Univ. of South Carolina (Lead
Inst.), UAB, Furman University, Univ of
South Carolina, Baufort Campus

8/1/20157/31/2019

$1,600,000

$4,000,000

UA Shalin Pan

University of Mississippi (Lead Inst.), UA,
Miss. State, Tulane Univ.

8/1/20157/31/2019

$828,000

$3,000,000

UA Elizabeth Papish

UA

8/1/20157/31/2016

$5,000

8/1/20167/31/2020

$1,044,526

$4,000,000

9/1/2016 8/31/2020

$1,392,528

$6,000,000

9/1/2016 8/31/2020

$2,020,926

$6,000,000

RII Track 2 FEC: Feeding and Powering the World Capturing Sunlight to Split Water and Generate Fertilizer
and Fuels
1539035 RII Track 2 FEC: Feeding and Powering the World (SEED
Capturing Sunlight to Split Water and Generate Fertilizer
Grant)
and Fuels (SEED GRANT)
1539035

UA Marco Bonizzoni
University of Southern Mississippi (Lead
and Natasha Dimova;
Inst.), University of Mississippi, UA and
UAB Eugenia
UAB
Kharlampieva
UAB Jerzy Szaflarski,
Louisiana Tech (Lead inst.), UAB, and the
Sandipan Pati, Timothy
University of Arkansas
Gawne, and Roy Martin

1632825

RII Track-2 FEC: Emergent Polymer Sensing Technologies
for Gulf Coast Water Quality Monitoring

1632891

RII Track-2 FEC: Probing and Understanding the Brain:
Micro and Macro Dynamics of Seizure and Memory
Networks

1632881

UAB Lori McMahon,
RII Track-2 FEC: The Creation of Next-Generation Tools
Clemson University (Lead Inst.), UAB, and
Gary Gray, Lynn
for Neuroscience - Noninvasive Radioluminescence
the University of New Mexico
Dobrunz, Mark Boli, and
Approaches to Optogenetics
Kazu Nakazawa
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NSF EPSCoR RII Track 1
The Alabama Experimental Program to Stimulate
Competitive Research (ALEPSCoR) Research Infrastructure
Improvement (RII) award from the National Science
Foundation (NSF) (2008-2017) is a statewide partnership
among Alabama A M University (AAMU), Auburn University
(AU), Tuskegee University (TU), the University of Alabama
(UA), the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB), the
University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH), and the University
of South Alabama (USA). During the reporting period,
Alabama NSF-EPSCoR grant was in receipt of a supplemental
funding of $750 K. Research activities were carried out
through four research thrusts under the common research
theme of Integrated Nano bio science and sensors (NBS)
with goals focused on discovery and technological innovation
in complementary fields that include nano-molecular and
bioenvironmental science; nanomaterials and composites;
nanofabrication; and optical sensing. These thrusts are
further integrated through the overarching education
and outreach activities which serve to engage students,
teachers and scientists at all levels, statewide, in related
STEM activities and research experiences. These activities
involve researchers from almost all disciplines of science
and engineering, distributed among seven doctoral granting
institutions in Alabama including two HBCUs. Each institution
brings uni ue skills, capabilities, and resources to the team.
The Nano and Biomaterials Research Thrust, led by
Dr. Mahesh Hosur at TU, involves the development of new
nanostructured materials with enhanced thermal, physical,
mechanical, and biodegradable properties. The Biotechnology
Research Thrust, led by Dr. Skip Bartol and Dr. Raymond
Henry at Auburn University (AU), is developing and using
organismal models to identify mechanisms of adaptation to
natural and manmade environmental challenges that enable
development and testing of nanomaterials and nanoscale
devices. The Optics and Sensors Research Thrust, led by Dr.
Sergey Mirov at the University of Alabama at Birmingham
(UAB), is developing new optical and molecular sensing
technologies for applications in environmental monitoring,
counter-terrorism, and industrial process controls. The
Nanofabrication Research Thrust, led by Dr. Anup Sharma
at AAMU, is applying cutting-edge nanoengineering to

NSF RII-Track 1 Cooperative Agreement
#1158862
09-01-2011 to 08-31-2017
RESEARCHERS LISTING
Nano and Biomaterials Thrust -TU
TU
Mahesh Hosur (Center Director)
Shaik eelani, Melissa Reeves,
Michael Curry, Vijay Rangari, Shaik
ainuddin
USA
Kuang-Ting Hsiao
AU
Virginia Davis
UAB
Haibin Ning, Selcum (Brian) Pillay
UA
Anwarul Ha ue
Biotechnology Thrust -AU
AU
Frank Bartol (Center Director)
Henry, Santos, Sang- in Suh,
Vodyanoy, Wower, Laura Silo-Suh,
Akingbemi, Fielman, Goert en,
Halanych, Liles, Moss, Miller,
Rashotte, E. Lipke, Alan David
Nanofabrication Thrust-AAMU
AAMU Anup Sharma (Center Director)
Budak, Guner, iao,
Kukhtarev,
UAB
Lawson, Gray
UA
Thompson, Dawen Li
UAH Coe, Guo, Lind uist
Optics and Sensors Thrust-UAB
UAB
Sergey Mirov (Center Director)
Lawson, Gray, Camata, Fedorov,
David Hilton
UAH Lind uist, Martyshkin, Fork, Reardon

develop molecular sensors, regimented nanomaterials and
nanostructures with applications in chemical, biological, and
thermo-electric devices. Following sections describe the
research progress in each of the four thrusts.
All these thrust areas have education and outreach
activities which focus on coordinating and collecting data
on education, diversity, outreach partnering, and workforce
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actively disseminating and communicating research activities
to national and international audiences. Significant numbers
of under-represented minority students are being trained in
the emerging fields of nano-bioscience and sensors. Almost
all thrust area researchers are engaged in collaborative
research activities with partners from academia, industry
and national labs within the USA and abroad.

Science and Technology Open House 2016
TU Research Experience for Undergraduates Group

development efforts in the state relevant to the science and
technology foci of ALEPSCoR-RII. The broader impacts goal of
the education, outreach and diversity program is to ensure
that research and information generated by the ALEPSCoR
program is broadly and widely disseminated in a clear and
accessible manner, and that it functions to stimulate the
student pipeline into STEM programs feeding into NBS.
Expanded contact allows for increasing demographic,
geographic, institutional, and curricular diversity, as has
been shown in the RII annual reports. A strong focus on
diversity helps ensure that students are exposed to NBS
principles within a global and diverse context, teaching them
new ways of looking at both complex scientific and societal
interactions. Together, the thrust leaders have organi ed
and participated in outreach activities such as the Research
Experience for high school students, Research Experience
for Teachers, Research Experience for Undergraduates,
the Teaching Enhancement Award (TEA) program, and
Science and Technology Open House. These activities have
seen participation from all thrust areas where the faculty
members have addressed an audience including community
leaders, K-PhD students, and elementary-through-high
school teachers. Other NSF funded programs at TU including
MSP, CREST and HBCU-RISE have been leveraged to carry out
these activities and will be continued in the future. The math
and science partnership (MSP) program, spearheaded by
Tuskegee University researchers, provides an opportunity for
the STEM faculty to develop modules that will be introduced
in the middle school science curriculum in the Black Belt
region of Alabama. All thrust area participants will continue
to make a broad impact in the research community by

The Science and Technology Open House was
jointly hosted by Tuskegee University and Southeastern
Consortium of Minorities in Engineering (SECME) and
sponsored by Alabama Experimental Program to Stimulate
Competitive Research (EPSCoR), NSF Math and Science
Partnership (MSP) and Center of Research Excellence in
Science and Technology (CREST). The meeting was held at
the Renaissance Hotel in Montgomery on Friday, February
5 and Saturday, February 6, 2016 bringing middle and high
school students together to interact with peers from colleges
across the state of Alabama. Participating institutions include
all science and engineering doctoral granting institutions in
the state of Alabama, including Alabama A M University,
Auburn University, Tuskegee University, University of
Alabama, University of Alabama at Birmingham, University of
Alabama at Huntsville and the University of South Alabama.
High schools from the Black Belt included Auburn, Booker T.
Washington, Bullock County, Calhoun, Central, Gardendale,
Loachapoka, Notasulga, Ramsey, and Parker High School. The
following middle schools were represented Barbour County,
Hayneville, Lowndes County, Tipton, Hewitt-Trussville and
Wilkerson Middle
School. One of the
features of this meeting
was to provide a
platform for students
to showcase their
research work and
capabilities; and the
opportunity to network
with students from UAB GRSP Student Grant Alexander
other institutions for participates in the TU Science and
future collaborations. Technology Open House Poster
Another goal was to Contest, February 2016.
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provide a venue for middle high school students to interact
with college students and faculty to learn more about
Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) related
disciplines to spur their interest in such fields. A total of 334
participants were in attendance over the two days. There
was a total of 142 middle school participants including 30
middle school teachers, 4 middle school administrators and
108 middle school students. A total of 105 posters were
presented for competition which included 57 PhD students,
17 Master’s students and 31 undergraduate students.
In addition, 8 students also presented posters on a noncompeting basis. There were 19 industry representatives
who served as judges. Dr. Denise Barnes, Section Head for
EPSCoR represented NSF.
Open House event activities began on Friday with
welcoming remarks from Dr. Shaik eelani, VP for Research
and Dean of Graduate Studies at Tuskegee University and
Ms. Lynne Chronister, Vice President for Research at the
University of South Alabama and Chair of the Alabama

EPSCoR Steering Committee followed by remarks from Dr.
Denise Barnes. This was followed with the Alabama EPSCoR
agencies updates Dr. Mahesh Hosur, PI PD NSF EPSCoR
Track-1, Dr. Paul Gamlin, and Dr. Shanlin Pan, PIs of NSFEPSCoR Track-2 awards, Dr. ohn Steadman, PI PD DOE
EPSCoR. On Saturday, there were technical presentations
by leaders of the five NSF Track 1 Thrusts beginning with Dr.
Mahesh Hosur, PI PD NSF EPSCoR and the lead in Nano and
Biomaterials Thrusts. His presentation gave an overview of
Alabama NSF EPSCoR and touched on research in Nano and
Biomaterials. Other presentations included updates from the
Optics and Sensors Thrust by Dr. Sergey Mirov; Biotechnology
Thrust from Dr. Raymond Henry; Nanofabrication Thrust by
Dr. Anup Sharma and finally on the Education, Outreach and
Diversity from Dr. Karen Boykin. There was a luncheon at the
end of the day and winners of the college poster competition
were announced. Dr. Cesar Fermin, Tuskegee University
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs presented
awards to the winners.

UAH attendees to the February 2016 Tuskegee Science and Technology Open House include from left to right: UAH PhD student
Omar Alzain, GRSP Student Jinnan Chen, GRSP Student Sayed Mirshafieyan, Professor Junpeng Guo, GRSP Student Abubaker
Tareki, UAH PhD student Muhammad Khan, and GRSP Student Zhitong Li
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Teacher Training Session
Science teachers and their students participated in a
series of activities ranging from sessions that focused on
providing middle school teachers with pedagogical tools
needed for creating in uiry-based lessons to hands-on
engagement in Nano-infused modules led by Tuskegee
University science education majors who are designated
as MSP Scholars. The participants also built mousetrap cars
and VE robotics designs. This audience interacted with
graduate students and asked uestions about their research,
and had the pleasure of listening to keynote speaker, Dr.
Ainissa Ramire . Dr. Ramire is an internationally known
science evangelist who is passionate about science and
focuses on making science fun. She shared her views about
the opportunities in science, life goals, and changing the
world.

Low-Temperature Plasma (LTP) is an electrically neutral
mixture of electrons, ions, and neutral particles (atoms,
molecules, photons) interacting with electromagnetic fields
associated with energy scales of several electron-volts, and
is found in every part of the universe. This research can
eventually lead to the emerging fields of plasma medicine,
food processing and agriculture.

RII Track 1 Proposal Submission
In uly 2016, a new NSF Track 1 proposal entitled,
CPU2AL: Connecting the Plasma Universe to Plasma
Technology in Alabama: the Science and Technology of LowTemperature Plasma, led by Dr. Gary ank, Distinguished
Professor and Chair of the UAH Department of Space
Science, was submitted. If funded, this $ 20M project, which
includes researchers at Alabama A M University, Auburn
University, Tuskegee University, The University of Alabama,
the University of Alabama at Birmingham, the University
of Alabama in Huntsville, the University of South Alabama,
Alabama State University, Oakwood University along with
Alabama small business Computational Fluid Dynamics
Research Corporation (CFDRC), will connect Alabama’s
expertise in plasma theory, computational and experiment
to plasma technologies in the state.

Dr. Gary Zank, lead Principal Investigator on Alabama’s recent
proposal submission to the NSF Track 1 Program and Director of
the Center for Space Plasma and Aeronomic Research (CSPAR)
and Chair of the UAH Department of Space Science was elected
to the National Academy of Sciences in May 2016. Dr. Zank is
the only current member of the University of Alabama System to
be a member of NAS.

NSF EPSCoR RII Track 2
In October 2014, the NSF Track 2 program underwent
a complete revision. It was renamed the NSF Track 2 FEC
(Focused EPSCoR Collaboratons) with specific interests
in cognitive science and neuroscience, clean energy, and
food security. All eligible institutions in a single jurisdiction
were re uired to have at least one collaborator from
another EPSCoR jurisdiction, and the award amount was
si e-dependent on the number of collaborating EPSCoR
jurisdictions and ranged from $1-2M per year for three years.
The deadline for the first round of proposals was February
2015. Alabama researchers were awarded portions of two
NSF Track-2 FEC awards during FY 2015 and portions of three
NSF Track-2 FEC awards during FY 2016.
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RII Track-2 FEC: Bridging Cognitive
Science and Neuroscience Using
Innovative Imaging Technologies
Drs. John Sweatt and Paul Gamlin, University of
Alabama at Birmingham
This a two-state collaboration being led by Dr. Peter
Salivas at the Medical University of South Carolina in
Charleston includes UAB researchers ohn (David) Sweatt and
Paul Gamlin. Dr. Sweatt was a professor in the Neurobiology
Department at UAB and moved to Vanderbilt University in
une 2016. Dr. Gamlin is a professor in the UAB Department
of Opthamology. Other collaborating institutions include
Furman University and the University of South Carolina
Beaufort Campus. The $ 4M total project will bring $ 1.6M
to the state over the next four years.
Much of our knowledge of brain function comes from
experiments using functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI), which directly measures blood ow to regions
of the brain, but remains an indirect measure of neural
activity. The precise relationship between neural events and
hemodynamic response (increased blood ow) is unclear.
This project will test the hypothesis that universal rules relate
these two brain activities, using direct measurements in the
brain and retina of mice and maca ues.
In greater detail, the research will develop new
instrumentation for in vivo imaging and cell subtype-specific
stimulation in both the brain and the retina necessary for
interpreting functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)
measurements. These
Bruker 2-photon microscope in renovated RSB 340D
activities will help
determine the extent
of neurovascular
coupling and provide
a description of the
micro-circuitry, which
represents a critical
and necessary step
in understanding the full complexity of the brain. The
consortium will track neural and vascular activity with
micron-scale resolution, using two-photon microscopy and
adaptive optics to measure the presence of synthetic dyes

interacting with genetically encoded sensors. Cell subtypespecific stimulation will be monitored using optogenetic
techni ues. A computational team will analy e the data
obtained to tease out hemodynamic signals. Experiments
will be performed on maca ues, selected because of the
similarity in si e and functional repertoire with the human
brain. Studies in mice, where genetic and molecular tools are
more readily available, will also be performed.

RII Track-2 FEC: Feeding and Powering
the World - Capturing Sunlight to Split
Water and Generate Fertilizer and Fuels
Dr. Shanlin Pan, University of Alabama
This three-state collaboration is being led by Dr. Nathan
Hammer at the University of Mississippi (Ole Miss). UA’s Dr.
Shanlin Pan (Associate Professor, Chemistry) is Alabama’s
contributor on the project which also includes researchers
from Tulane University and Mississippi State University. The
total three-state award is $ 6M, Alabama’s portion is $ 828K.
The project’s research focus is at the nexus of waterenergy-food. It aims to develop low-cost, high-e cient
methods and devices that integrate water splitting by
sunlight to produce hydrogen and to reduce carbon dioxide
and ammonia to generate fuels and fertili ers. The research is
highly desirable for developing sustainable fuel and synthetic
fertili er technologies. This collaborative project will directly
engage and train seven faculty, five postdocs, nine graduate
and 14 undergraduate students, eight faculty and 16 students
from community colleges, as well as 60 secondary school
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teachers and 10 high
school students from
Mississippi, Louisiana,
and Alabama. The
fundamental science
focus of this project
is anticipated to
advance knowledge
and technology in
the water-energy-food nexus in the US gulf coast region
and potentially connect with the private sector for future
technology transfer and commerciali ation possibilities.
In greater detail, this project has three closely integrated
sub-projects in solar photo-catalysis (1) Production of
hydrogen by splitting water and establish low-cost and
high-e ciency approaches that use sunlight and integrate
plasmonic metals with semiconductors or use nanoscale
carbon-oxygen-titanium catalysts and organometallic pincer
complexes; (2) Reduction of carbon dioxide to methane or
ethanol fuels - explore photo-electro-chemical methods
that employ rhenium complexes to modify semiconductor
catalysts for use in high-voltage dye sensiti ed solar cells;
and (3) Fixation of nitrogen to produce agricultural fertili ers
and prepare catalysts with su cient reduction potential
to convert nitrogen to ammonia. The ultimate goal is to
integrate catalysis technologies into a low-cost, highe ciency solar cell that is devoid of toxic materials. The
device is expected to have su cient voltage to split water
for hydrogen production and reduce carbon dioxide and
nitrogen to usable fuels and fertili ers.

Track-2 FEC SEED funding
Dr. Eli abeth Papish, UA Associate Professor of
Chemistry recieved Seed funding from the Track-2 FEC
Feeding and Powering the World - Capturing Sunlight to Split
a er an enera e ertilizer an
els from August 1, 2015
to uly 31, 2016. Two main projects were pursued with seed
grant funds. Both involved carbon dioxide reduction which
converts a waste material into valuable products. Project I
can lead to the formation of li uid fuels via the intermediate,
carbon monoxide (CO). Project II leads directly to a li uid
(formic acid) for hydrogen storage.

I. Pincer Ligands for Carbon Dioxide Reduction.
OUTCOME A new pincer ligand based on pyridinol and
N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) rings has been synthesi ed.
Iron and cobalt complexes of the pincer, with a 2-to-1 pincerto-metal ratio, were found to be active for photocatalytic
CO2 reduction to CO. Synthesis of 1 pincer on 1 metal
complexes is underway with iron, cobalt, and nickel.
IMPACT BENEFITS Carbon dioxide reduction to carbon
monoxide is a potential means of producing a fuel source,
as well as an organic starting material, from an abundant
resource. Pincer complexes have shown promise in the
literature for cataly ing this reaction and having a hydroxyl
group present (in place of methoxy, OMe, below) can allow
for the catalytic ability to be tuned by changing the pH.
II. Carbon Dioxide for Hydrogen Storage
OUTCOME Metal complexes using pyrindinol and NHC
based ligands were found to be active catalysts toward
both CO2 hydrogenation (hydrogen storage) and formic
acid dehydrogenation (hydrogen release). Overall, the
6,6’-dihydroxybipyridine (dhbp) were the most active, and
secondary coordination sphere effects played a greater role
in hydrogenation (basic pH) than in dehydrogenation (acidic
pH). A paper was submitted during this funding period.
IMPACTS BENEFITS With dhbp, ruthenium complexes
are nearly as active as iridium complexes resulting in a
substantial cost savings if replacing Ir with Ru. This is
important for removing excess CO from the atmosphere and
developing an environmentally-friendly method to store and
release hydrogren fuel.

RII Track-2 FEC: Emergent Polymer
Sensing Technologies for Gulf Coast
Water Quality Monitoring
Drs. Marco Bonizzoni and Natasha Dimova, UA
Dr. Eugenia Kharlampieva, UAB
Drs. Marco Boni oni and Natasha Dimova at UA and
UAB Professor Eugenia Kharlampieva are the Alabama
collaborators on a RII Track-2 award at the University of
Southern Mississippi (USM) (lead institution) and the
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University of Mississippi (Ole Miss). Alabama’s portion
is $1,044,526 of the $4M project which includes ten
researchers across six institutions in Mississippi and
Alabama. The researchers are working to develop advanced
polymer-based, selective sensing technologies for detecting
and analy ing pollutants in Gulf Coast a uatic ecosystems
which represent a critical nexus of water-energy-food for
the region and the nation, hosting important fisheries,
a uaculture, trading ports, and off-shore oil exploration
and production industries. The effort combines approaches
from chemistry, biochemistry, geochemistry, marine science,
computational science, polymer science, and engineering
to develop portable, rapidly deployable polymer-based
sensing technologies for detection of pollutants. Professional
development and education efforts, including proposal
writing workshops, seed funding opportunities, and team
management strategies, will support and promote junior
faculty. The project
includes summer
research programs for
undergraduate and
high school students
to
broadening
participation.

RII Track-2 FEC: Probing and
Understanding the Brain: Micro and
Macro Dynamics of Seizure and
Memory Networks

neurosciences. This work will focus on understanding the
initiation of epileptic brain sei ures and longer-term impacts
on brain function such as memory. Epileptic sei ures directly
impact roughly 1 of humans, and have indirect impacts on
loved ones and caregivers as well as economic impacts on
society. Epilepsy has been called a window-to-brain-function
because the condition impairs different brain functions
depending on the location of the sei ure in the brain and
the impacted network of neurons, and because it provides a
uni ue opportunity to study an impaired brain’s function over
time and space. The project will develop minimally invasive
implantable sensors that can be used for monitoring before,
during, and for several months following sei ure events.
Researchers will relate changes occurring during sei ure
events with those observed in the intervals between events.
The project includes hiring four new faculty, the design and
purchase of e uipment, development of new undergraduate
and graduate courses, recruitment and training of a diverse
student population to better re ect the regional community,
and new student research and workforce opportunities.
Alabama’s portion is $1,392,528 of the $ 6M project
which began September 1, 2016.

RII Track-2 FEC: The Creation of NextGeneration Tools for Neuroscience
- Noninvasive Radioluminescence
Approaches to Optogenetics
Dr. Lori McMahon
University of Alabama at Birmingham

Drs. Jerzy Szarflarski, Sandipan Pati, Timothy
Gawne, and Roy Martin, University of Alabama
at Birmingham
UAB Professors er y S a arski, Sandipan Pati, Timothy
Gawne, and Roy Martin are collaborating with researchers
at Lousiana Tech (lead institution) and the University of
Arkansas on this brain research
to develop a foundation
for the region as a hub for
interdisciplinary, collaborative
research activity in the

This collaborative research project between Clemson
University (lead institution), the University of Alabama
at Birmingham, the University of New Mexico, and the
University of South Carolina is to extend the uses of the
experimental method of optogenetics, which, since its
introduction in 2005, has had a transformative impact on
neurobiology. This method allows experimenters to activate
individual neurons or groups of neurons, with high levels
of spatial and temporal control, by ashing light on them.
One of the main limitations of standard optogenetics is
the inability of visible light to penetrate deep within living
tissues. In this project, a system will be developed to allow
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the use of low-dosage -rays,
rather than visible light, as the
activating signal. The project
includes multiple opportunities
to involve students, especially
members of under-represented
minority groups. Agreements are
in place to host students from
Winthrop University and Northern New Mexico College,
which serve highly diverse student populations, in existing
summer research programs at the research-intensive
universities. The project also includes plans for mentoring
junior faculty, especially in proposal development. This
project began Sept. 1, 2016. Alabama’s portion of the grant
is $2,020,926 of the $6M total.

NSF EPSCoR RII Track 3
RII Track-3 STEM-IQ: Science,
Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics Inquiry - Enhancing
Science Education in Southeast Alabama
Dr. Allen Landers, Auburn University
This 5-year $742K NSF RII Track 3 project is being led by
Dr. Allen Landers, with Co-Principal Investigators Paul Cobine,
Virginia Davis, and Mary Lou Ewald.
This project tests the extent to which science fair
participation addresses the opportunity gaps that limit
STEM pipeline diversity, such as access to educational
opportunities, exposure to career possibilities, uality
of educational programs, and institutional and personal
competitiveness. It focuses on advancing secondary school
teachers’ motivation and ability to lead their students in
science fair projects, and develop a long-term appreciation
for the effectiveness of in uiry-based learning. The five-year
program targets rural, high-need schools, and economically
disadvantaged students from underrepresented minority
(URM) groups. The high uality, competitive, in uirybased science fair projects lead students through a strong
STEM pipeline leading to increased participation in higher
education and potentially STEM careers.

The project goals are to (1) establish a network of STEM
teachers and area administrators that pro-actively engage
students in project-based learning and give them access
to university resources and guidance to empower in uirybased STEM learning; (2) increase the number of students
from underrepresented groups in rural Alabama that
participate in high- uality science fair projects; (3) develop
a sustainable relationship between Auburn University and
local public schools for continued growth beyond the scope
of the project; and (4) increase positive student attitudes
towards STEM through exposure to higher education, career
options, and interactions with university research mentors.
To accomplish these goals, the project leadership engages
middle and high school teachers and administrators from
vertically aligned schools (e.g., a middle school that feeds
into a specific high school) in professional development
workshops that focus on science and engineering fair project
development and hosting local science fair competitions.
Teachers and students develop high- uality science fair
projects using university laboratories and faculty guidance.
Trained teachers and administrators become agents of
expanding the network and establishing a STEM culture in
their schools.
The project leverages Auburn University’s College of
Sciences and Mathematics Outreach Center activities to
establish partnerships between Auburn University science
and engineering faculty and high-need public schools in
southeast Alabama. Over 720 students, 48 science teachers,
and 12 administrators from 34 school districts are gaining
access to Auburn University research facilities and faculty
expertise in developing high- uality science fair projects. The
program promotes a culture of project-based STEM learning
and positive STEM identity
among students who might
not consider STEM higher
education as an option. The
model of university and local
school system interaction to
enhance URM interest and
engagement in STEM higher
education can be scaled and
replicated nationwide.
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NSF Co-funding

Proposal characteristics that will enhance the likelihood of
EPSCoR
co-funding are (a) researchers who have not previously
Objectives
To accelerate the movement of EPSCoR researchers received NSF awards or researchers whose awards ended three
and institutions into the mainstream of NSF support, EPSCoR or more years ago; (b) re uests re ecting collaborative efforts
Co-funding is available to provide joint support for certain within and across participating jurisdictions and at regional,
meritorious proposals submitted to NSF’s research, education national and or international levels; (c) projects submitted to
and cross-cutting competitions. The objectives of the EPSCoR cross-discipline or cross-directorate programs; (d) projects that
are synergistic with NSF investment and funding priorities in
Co-funding mechanism are
• To increase the number and competitiveness of EPSCoR the current fiscal year; (e) projects that increase participation
jurisdiction investigators and institutions who participate of members of underrepresented groups and or institutions;
(f) re uests for instrumentation that build research capacity
in NSF research, technology, and education programs;
• To increase the participation of EPSCoR jurisdiction at the institutional or jurisdictional level; (g) student programs
researchers and institutions in regional alliances and that will significantly enhance institutional research capability
and competitiveness or provide training opportunities for K-12
national collaborations;
• To broaden participation in science and engineering by students and professional development for K-12 teachers;
institutions, organi ations and people within and among and (h) programs that exemplify NSF’s commitment to the
integration of research and education.
EPSCoR jurisdictions.
In FY 2016, Alabama
NSF Co-funding is not a program
institutions received seventeen
FY 2016 NSF EPSCoR Jurisdictions
that can be applied to directly but
Eligible for Co-funding
new NSF Co-Funding awards, these
works internally at NSF to provide
include four CAREER awards, four
joint support for certain meritorious
Collaborative awards, one Major
proposals submitted to NSF’s
Research Instrumentation Award,
research, education, and crossand a single Research Experience
cutting competititions. The EPSCoR
for Undergraduates (REU). CAREER
Co-funding mechanism focuses on
awards are a Foundation-wide
those Fund-if-Possible proposals,
funding mechanism and is NSF’s
which the NSF merit review process
most prestigious award in support
finds to lie at or near the cutoff for
of junior faculty who exemplify the
funding by the programs to which they Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho,
Kansas,
Kentucky,
Louisiana,
Maine,
Mississippi,
Missouri,
role of teacher-scholars through
were submitted. EPSCoR co-funds
Montana,
Nebraska,
Nevada,
New
Hampshire,
New
Mexico,
outstanding research, excellent
meritorious proposals that would
education, and the integration
otherwise not be supported due to North Dakota, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
South Dakota, Vermont, West Virginia, Wyoming, the District
of education and research within
availability of funds or other overriding of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands
program priorities.
the mission of their institution.
For such proposals, the managing Program O cer first The Major Research Instrumentation (MRI) Program’s goal
decides whether to make an award recommendation and is to increase access to shared scientific and engineering
the amount and duration to be recommended for the award. instruments for research and training in U.S. institutions of
The decision to recommend an award or declination rests higher education, not-for-profit museums, science centers,
with the managing program. Once these decisions are made, and scientific engineering research organi ations. REUs
a re uest for partial support via EPSCoR Co-funding can be support active research participation in any of the research
forwarded to the EPSCoR for consideration. NSF EPSCoR areas supported by the National Science Foundation.
Co-funding Mechanism is dependent on the number and Undergraduates participating in REU research must be U.S.
uality of proposals submitted from EPSCoR jurisdictions and citi ens, U.S. nationals, or U.S. permanent residents.
the availability of EPSCoR funds for Co-funding.
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NEW FY 2015 NSF Co-funded Awards
Award
Number
1510479
1456440
1445465
1564563
1508680
1528030
1541799
1445496
1506439

Project Title

PI

Inst.

RUI: Spatially and Compositionally Gradient Scaffolds for Anterior
Derrick Dean ASU
Cruciate Ligament
Collaborative Research: Determining the Mechanisms by which
Mary
AU
Parental Testosterone Biases the Ratio of Male to Female Birds
Mendonca
Collaborative Research: CubeSat: Observing Terrestrial Gamma-ray
Jean-Marie
AU
Flash (TGF) Beams With A Pair Of CubeSats
Wersinger
Collaborative Research: Urban Adaptation and its Role in the Success of
Daniel
AU
Biological Invasion in Anolis Lizards
Warner
Transport and Carrier Dynamics Near the Metal-Insulator Transition in
Sanjoy Sarker UA
VO2
CIF: Small: Mobile Immersive Communication: View Sampling and RateJacob
UA
Distortion Limits
Chakareski
FEW Workshop - Planned Migration as a Strategy to Sustain Agricultural
Richard
UAH
Production
McNider
Collaborative Research: CubeSat: Observing Terrestrial Gamma-ray
Michael
UAH
Flash (TGF) Beams With A Pair Of CubeSats
Briggs
Tyson
UAH
Robust Detection and Characterization of Transient Gravitational Waves
Littenberg

POP
09/15/201508/31/2018
05/15/20154/30/2018
08/15/201507/31/2019
08/31/201505/31/2017
09/01/201508/31/2018
09/01/201508/31/2018
07/01/2015
06/30/2017
08/15/201507/31/2019
09/01/20158/31/2018

Awarded to
date
539,894
308,947
517,187
235,844
332,839
221,167
56,335
376,686
198,343
$2,787,242

New FY 2016 NSF Co-funded Awards
Award
Number
1626525
1553657
1555138
1628014
1600551
1604084
1560115
1657195
1559785
1561082

Project Title

PI

MRI: Acquisition of a Multimaterial 3-D Bioplotter for Interdisciplinary
Derrick Dean
Research and Education
CAREER: Proteostasis to Allostasis: Integration of Cellular- and
Haruka Wada
Organismal-level Stress Responses
CAREER: Mechanistic and Biosynthetic Studies of Dinoflagellate
Steven
Mansoorabadi
Bioluminescence
Investigating the Potential for Decentralized Institutions, Technologies,
Kelly Alley
and Governance to Meet the Wastewater Challenge
Jessica
Structure, Colouring, and Flows in Graphs
McDonald
Collaborative Research: Understanding, Mitigating, and Controlling
Lorenzo
Frost Formation Through the Use of Biphilic and Hybrid Surfaces under
Cremaschi
Static and Dynamic Conditions
REU Site: Diversifying Undergraduate Participation in Computational
Leslie
Biology
Goertzen
US-South Korea Collaborative Research: Additive Manufacturing of
Nima
Fatigue Resistant Materials
Shamsaei
Collaborative research: Food insecurity and mental health in global
Lesley
perspective: Social and nutritional pathways
Weaver
Spatiotemporal Dynamics of Bedload Sediment Flux in Large Rivers

Sagy Cohen

Biomimetic Materials to Elucidate the Role of Microenvironment in
Yonghyun
1604677
Glioblastoma Stem Cell Maintenance In Vitro
Kim
Collaborative Research: RUI: Sink or Swim: Phenomic and
Michael
1557147 Transcriptomic Diversification of Sculpins (Teleostei: Cottidae) Endemic
Sandel
to Lake Baikal, Siberia
CAREER: HP1 protein functions in gene regulation and chromatin
1552586
Nicole Riddle
structure
Amber
1554856
CAREER: Role of Ternary Alloying Elements in Eutectic Solidification
Genau
A Systems Biology-aided Investigation of Pathogen-mediated
Shahid
1557796
Manipulation of Sugar Metabolism in Arabidopsis
Mukhtar
Genetic Analysis and Life History Consequences of Variation in Larval
Luciano
1557697
Behavior in Cactophilic Drosophila
Matzkin
1606117 Plasmon-Enhanced Catalytic Ozonation for Water Treatment and Reuse Tingting Wu

Inst.
ASU
AU
AU
AU
AU
AU
AU
AU
UA
UA
UA
UA
UAB
UAB
UAB
UAH
UAH

POP
9/13/20168/31/2017
04/15/201603/31/2021
05/01/201604/30/2021
08/01/201607/31/2018
09/01/201608/31/2019
09/01/201608/31/2019
09/15/201608/31/2019
8/16/20164/30/2019
05/15/201604/30/2019
06/01/201611/30/2018
09/01/201608/31/2019
9/15/20168/31/2019
02/01/201601/31/2021
06/01/201605/31/2021
09/15/201608/31/2019
06/01/201605/31/2019
09/01/201608/31/2019

Awarded to
date
271,535
607,126
703,000
252,798
120,000
198,521
225,686
277,854
109,970
153,384
425,000
455,822
473,857
447,857
640,000
612,000
329,711
$6,303,287
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MRI: An Acquisition of a Multimaterial
3-D Bioplotter for Interdisciplinary
Research and Education
Dr. Derrick Dean, Alabama State University
Cutting-edge research at Alabama State University (ASU)
is focused on developing materials and structures that can
aid in the regeneration of bone tissue, liver replacements,
and dental tissue. These materials are known as scaffolds.
The proposed 3-D bioprinter will enable researchers to build
these scaffolds in a very precise manner. The 3-D printer will
be used to support research and educate students in K-12,
undergraduate and graduate school, including students
in underrepresented groups. It will benefit scientists and
students at ASU in Biomedical Engineering, Biology and
Chemistry as well as other scientists across the state. Faculty
members, post-doctoral researchers and graduate students
will utili e the printer in their research. The printer will
also be used by approximately 25 undergraduate students
involved in current projects at ASU (e.g, the NSF Research
Experiences for Undergraduates site (REU) and the Louis
Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation (LSAMP)), as well
as the ASU Science and Technology Honors Program, and in
Senior Design projects.
The project proposes the ac uisition of a multimaterial
bioplotter to create a multiuser tissue scaffold fabrication
facility a liated with the Alabama State University, ASU,
College of Science, Math and Technology and the Center
for NanoBiotechnology. The facility will support a number
of multidisciplinary research and education activities
involving investigators from Biomedical Engineering, Biology,
Chemistry and Physics. Cutting-edge research at ASU is
focused on nano and microstructured, compositionallygraded, multiphase polymeric scaffolds for bone tissue, 3-D
porous scaffolds for liver replacement, and dental tissue
applications. Progress in the understanding of fundamental
aspects of the processing, structure and function of
these materials is contingent upon the ability to precisely
fabricate 3-dimensional scaffolds that more closely mimic
the extracellular matrix. This state-of-the-art bioplotter will
be integral to research support and also to the education
of students in K-12, undergraduate school, and graduate
school, including students in underrepresented groups. The

re uested instrument will support a number of funded NSF
projects, and is necessary to continue at ASU the work in the
fundamental understanding of the fabrication, structure and
function issues for a variety of 3-dimensional biomaterials.
At least 3 graduate and undergraduate courses in Biomedical
Engineering and Biology will use the instrument. Additionally,
approximately 20 faculty, post-docs and graduate students
will utili e the instrument. Approximately 25 undergraduate
students will utili e this instrument through funded research
projects, the NSF Research Experiences for Undergraduates
site, Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation, LSAMP,
ASU Science and Technology Honors Program, and in Senior
Design. The ac uisition of this instrument will enhance
demonstrations to be offered in K-12 outreach programs,
including ASU STEM Academy.

CAREER: Proteostasis to Allostasis:
Integration of Cellular- and
Organismal-level Strss Responses
Dr. Haruka Wada, Auburn University
Stressful events can permanently
modify how an organism functions.
Those same conditions in adults can
also be traced back to events early
in life. Therefore understanding how
organisms respond to environmental
stress is crucial. However, this has
been challenging partly because
although responses to stress have been studied at all but
the cellular and whole organism level, scientists have not yet
made a successful link between stress to the whole animal
and the cellular conse uences. The goals of the project
are to 1) improve our understanding of stress responses
at both levels, and 2) critically evaluate how the stress
response is regulated. This project also aims to improve
science literacy and in uiry-based science education in
rural regions of Alabama. First, this project will contribute
to a more holistic view of how organisms respond to stress,
and will teach middle and high-school students how events
at molecular and whole-animal levels are interconnected.
Second, models describing stress response regulation have
been applied to evaluate diseases risk factors, e.g., obesity
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and socioeconomic status. This project will educate Alabama
public school students about the conse uences of obesity,
lifestyle, and diet and how to overcome stress. Finally,
the participation in, and uality of, science fair projects in
southeastern Alabama has
been extremely low, although
such projects provide a great
opportunity to implement
an in uiry-based approach
to science education. In
collaboration with biology
teachers, the project will
provide training, mentorship,
and opportunities to conduct
science fair projects to spark
interest in biology, inspire
scientific careers, and increase
science literacy in regions
historically underserved in
Zebra finches are exposed to mild
STEM education.
heat or room temperature (controls)
during the juvenile period. These
Conceptuali ing and
birds are then exposed to high heat
studying stress has been
or room temperature (controls)
challenging because stress
for a short period of time to test
responses extend across
whether a prolonged exposure to a
mild stressor during development
multiple biological scales, and
increases tolerance to a high
the conse uences of stress
stressor later in life.
are often non-linear. This
lack of integration is a major obstacle in this field, and is
well exemplified by glucocorticoid- and heat shock proteinfocused studies of stress responses. Therefore, this project
will characteri e an integrative stress response involving both
HSPs and glucocorticoids. Specifically, this project will test
the hypothesis that HSPs and glucocorticoids prime each
other’s response in preparation for subse uent stressors
by determining whether 1) glucocorticoids elevate HSP
and associated transcription factor, and 2) a disruption
in proteostasis, as regulated by the heat shock response
pathway, elicits glucocorticoid responses. Elevation of HSPs
and glucocorticoids has both protective and damaging effects.
The allostasis model conceptuali es this non-linear nature of
stress, yet this model has not been explicitly tested. Using
ebra finches which adjust their heat tolerance with prior
heat-conditioning, the project will also evaluate the allostasis
model by testing the hypothesis that pre-conditioned birds

elicit greater HSP and glucocorticoid responses than birds
with no prior exposure to the stressor, thereby protecting
individuals from stress-related suppression of reproductive
and immune functions. By defining the direct and reciprocal
relationship between HSP and glucocorticoid responses,
this project will characteri e organismal orchestration of the
HSP response and provide a molecular basis for the switch
from protective to damaging effects of glucocorticoids.
Furthermore, this project will provide an in-depth evaluation
of the allostasis model and whether this model applies to a
stressor beyond nutritional stress.

CAREER: Mechanistic and
Biosysnthetic Studies of
Dinoflafellate Bioluminescence
Dr. Steven Mansoorabadi, Auburn University
With this award, the Chemistry of Life Processes
Program in the Chemistry Division is funding Dr. Steven
O. Mansoorabadi from Auburn University, whose research
project is focused on mechanistic and biosynthetic studies
of dino agellate bioluminescence. Dino agellates are an
important group of microorganisms found in freshwater
and marine environments.
Certain dinoflagellates
produce potent toxins and
cause red tides, which have
a significant negative impact
on coastal ecosystems and
the health of humans and
marine wildlife. Several
species of dinoflagellates
are both photosynthetic
and bioluminescent, and
are responsible for the
bright blue glow of the sea. Dino agellates produce light
in response to physical agitation using an en yme known
as dino agellate luciferase. The substrate of this en yme,
luciferin, is produced from chlorophyll by an unknown
pathway. This research project aims to provide a better
understanding of the dinoflagellate bioluminescence
system by elucidating the mechanism of light production
by dino agellate luciferase and the biosynthetic pathway
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for the production of luciferin. These studies help facilitate
the use of dino agellate luciferase as a cellular imaging
agent, and may lead to the development of algicides for the
remediation of coastal seawater. This project also integrates
bioluminescence, an exciting and fascinating natural
phenomenon, into two K-12 outreach initiatives designed
to attract and inspire young students to pursue careers in
science and related fields. It will also include students in
the Auburn University Summer Science Institute directed at
gi ed high school students and the AU Explore a program
that engages middle school students from predominantly
rural schools.

scientific understanding of why this process sometimes
goes wrong and how it might be corrected. In addition to
furthering knowledge about chromatin, this study will serve
to train minority students in chromatin biology through a
summer internship program and support the development
of a classroom undergraduate research experience (CURE)
specifically targeted to minorities and non-traditional
students transferring from community colleges to four-year
institutions.

CAREER: HP1 Protein functions in gene
regulation and chromatin structure

Dr. Amber Genau

Dr. Nicole Riddle

The process of microstructure formation during
solidification in multi-component metal alloys is of great
interest from both a fundamental scientific and an applied
point of view. One particular class of materials, called
eutectics, includes everything from cast iron to lead-free
solder to self-assembling composites. New experimental
data is necessary to develop theories and models that
can accurately predict the behavior of these complicated
materials, enabling their use in advanced applications.
A variety of carefully controlled experimental conditions
will be used to investigate the behavior of selected threecomponent eutectic systems. State-of-the-art and novel
techni ues for solidification will be used to investigate the
relationships between processing parameters, structural
details and material properties. The work also includes a
well-rounded program for the recruitment and professional
development of graduate, undergraduate, and high school
students in the field of materials science and engineering.
This work includes the organi ation of a Materials Camp
program for area high school students. The PI will work with
UAB’s Center for Community OutReach Development (CORD)
to expand the diversity of the applicant pool as well as to
improve curriculum and assessment tools for the program,
which will be shared with other Materials Camps across the
country. Finally, the PI will use her international experience
to develop global competency in undergraduate STEM
students through redeveloped history courses taught both
on campus and abroad.

University of Alabama at Birmingham
The goal of this project is to understand the molecular
mechanisms that determine if the genetic information
contained within DNA is accessible to the cellular machinery.
DNA in a cell’s nucleus is packaged into a complex structure
called chromatin, which contains a variety of proteins. These
chromatin proteins determine if the information stored in
a particular portion of the DNA is accessible (genes are
turned on ) or inaccessible (genes are turned off ) as
part of a process called gene regulation. The members of
the Heterochromatin Protein 1 (HP1) protein family function
in chromatin structure in organisms as diverse as yeast and
humans. Specifically, this project will examine the role of HP1
proteins in gene regulation and the molecular mechanisms
mediating this role. It is essential for an organism’s survival
and health to turn on the correct genes at the correct
time and place. The results from this study will improve

Riddle’s group uses fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster
as the model system for Chromatin research

CAREER: Role of Ternary Alloying
Elements in Eutectic Solidification
University of Alabama at Birmingham
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REU Site: Diversifying Undergraduate
Participation in Computational Biology

A Systems Biology-aided Investigation
of Pathogen-mediated Manipulation of
Sugar Metabolism in Arabidopsis

Dr. Leslie Goertzen, Auburn University
This REU Site award will support the training of 10
students for 10 weeks during the summers of 2017-2019.
Undergraduate students will participate in research projects
in computational biology bioinformatics. Students will
work with faculty mentors on projects involving functional,
evolutionary, environmental, and speciation genomics,
among other topics using large-scale computational analyses.
Several professional development activities are associated
with the training program such as a summer-long writing
workshop, computational skills training, graduate school
preparation and planning as well as training and mentoring
in the responsible conduct of research.
It is anticipated that
a total of 30 students,
primarily from schools
with limited research
opportunities, will be
trained in the program.
There is a particular
focus on increasing
the participation of
underserved groups in
REU Participant Sara Odom with mentor
computational biology
Dr. Mark Liles
research. Students will
learn how research is conducted, and will present the results
of their work at scientific conferences including a capstone
research symposium with other summer undergraduate
research program participants at Auburn University.
A common web-based assessment tool used by all REU
programs funded by the Division of Biological Infrastructure
(Directorate for Biological Sciences) will be used to determine
the effectiveness of the training program. Students will be
tracked a er the program in order to determine student
career paths. Students will be asked to respond to an
automatic email sent via the NSF reporting system. More
information about the program is available by visiting www.
auburn.edu bioinformatics nsf reu.htm or by contacting the
PI Dr. Leslie Goert en at bioinformatics auburn.edu.

Dr. Shahid Mukhtar
University of Alabama at Birmingham
The plant-microbe
pathosystem constitutes
a very complex biological
network in which the
molecular players from
both the pathogen and
the host engage in a battle
for dominance. Speciali ed
pathogens have evolved Dr. Mukhtar (left) with PhD Students
suites of molecules called Peter Blair and TC Howton.
effectors that modulate host cell physiology and support
parasitism. Over the past decades, a plethora of literature has
documented the molecular mechanisms that underlie the
induction of effective immune responses and subversion of
effector-mediated host defenses. However, a key unresolved
uestion is how pathogens alter cellular metabolism,
including manipulation of the source-sink relationships,
to ac uire nutrients. This interdisciplinary project extends
significantly beyond wet-lab techni ues by integrating both
biology and the rapidly evolving field of computer science for
the advancement of research, education, and communitybased scientific engagement. Mechanistic understanding of
effector-mediated perturbations to mobili e sugars from the
central vacuole will be pursued. Elucidating how pathogen
infection modulates the global transcriptional dynamics and
alters the ow of biological information is of prime focus.
E ually paramount, cross-talk between metabolic, hormonal,
circadian and immune signaling pathways, involving signals
from pathogenic and non-pathogenic bacterial strains, will
be revealed. Situated in the heart of Alabama, at a nationally
recogni ed university for diversity, this project’s scope
extends into educational avenues as students in advanced
level genomics courses will gain experience with relevant
bioinformatic analyses, urban high school teachers in the
PI’s-led BioTeach program will gain exposure to the genetic
innovations of today, and ealous recruiting efforts will seek
to engage neighboring HBCU-minority students.
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Genetic Analysis and Life History
Consequences of Variation in Larval
Behavior in Cactophilic Drosphilia

Collaborative Research: RUI: Sink or
Swim: Phenomic and Transcriptomic
Diversification of Sculpins
(Telestei: Cottidae) Ednemic to
Lake Baikal, Siberia

Dr. Luciano Matzkin
University of Alabama in Huntsville

Dr. Michael Sandel, University of Alabama
Some of the most fundamental uestions in biology
pertain to understanding speciation. A strong driving
force in speciation is adaptation to the local environment
a population resides in, which can lead to splitting gene
pools apart. If two populations of the same species living in
distinct environments are adapted to their local ecological
conditions, offspring between the two populations may
not survive as well and ultimately reduce the exchange of
genetic information between populations. It is the formation
of this genetic isolation that can lead populations to become
different species. This study focuses on two populations of
a cactus-breeding y, Drosophila mojavensis, which live in
different environments, use different cactus species, and
have distinct larval behaviors. In one population the larvae
feed on small cactus pads (prickly pear) and don’t move
much, while the other population feeds on larger cactus
(organpipe) and move more and faster. Capitali ing on the
rich genetic toolkit’ for Drosophila this study will identify
the genes responsible for these differences and determine
how changes at the gene level can lead to different behaviors
and population isolation. Information from this research will
be shared with the science community through publications
and presentations. The investigator will mentor students
through research in behavioral genetics and will use the
funded techni ues in research-focused college courses.
Also the investigator will partner with local high schools
to expose students to research at the university level.

Ancient lakes are biodiversity hotspots, home to
thousands of uni ue species with an extraordinary diversity
of body forms and functions. With more than 1,500 species
found nowhere else on the planet, Lake Baikal is an ideal
environment to study the processes that resulted in creation
of new species. The Baikal biodiversity hotspot is also a
geographical anomaly, because global species diversity
normally declines near polar regions. Despite Baikal’s
renown as the world’s oldest, deepest, and largest lake, the
evolutionary history of its uni ue species diversity remains
poorly understood. This project examines the evolutionary
history of sculpins, a group of primarily bottom-dwelling cold
water fishes that coloni ed Baikal within a relatively short
period of the lake’s history. Baikal sculpins are uni uely
adapted to life in an ancient lake, having evolved multiple
open-water and deep-water forms. This project is focused on
identifying the molecular basis for such variation, including
gene se uences that evolve through generations and
gene-expression changes that occur during development.
New information gained from this study can be compared
to ongoing research on fishes from other ancient lakes, in
order to identify unifying processes that explain adaptation
in these uni ue ecosystems.
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Biomimetic Materials to Elucidate
the Role of Microenvironment in
Glioblastoma Stem Cell Maintenance
in Vitro
Dr. Yonghyun Kim, University of Alabama
This project focuses on developing and characteri ing
hyaluronic acid-based hydrogel 3D matrices as an in vitro
test bed for studying glioblastoma stem cells (GSCs or
brain tumor initiating cells), which play an important role
in tumor formation and tumor recurrence in glioblastoma
multiforme (GBM), one of the deadliest forms of human
cancer. The matrices will be used to investigate the role
of microenvironmental in uences, particularly the role of
mechanical and chemical signals on GSC phenotype and
examine its utility in measuring
therapy response. The system
has the potential to provide
a controllable and tunable
environment closely mimicking
the in vivo brain. The proposed
system could lead to improved
therapeutic options for patients
(over 22,000 year) suffering
from GBM. The system developed
could be broadly utili ed in understanding the role of
microenvironmental signals in multiple types of cancer,
particularly those that metastasi e to the brain as well as
in fundamental studies of neural development. Educational

impact is achieved
through development
of an Engineering Day
for high school students,
providing research
opportunities for underrepresented female
and African-American
Students, integration
of research related
principles into existing
courses and providing
summer bioengineering
workshops for high
school students and
teachers.
During the past two years, the PI Kim has developed
a close partnership with the principal and science teachers
at Francis Marion High School (FMHS), Marion, AL, a
predominantly African-American high school situated in
Alabama’s socioeconomically underprivileged area called
Black Belt. At the school, the PI Kim has organi ed an
annual Engineering Day (E-Day) to help give the students
a first-hand experience of fundamental science and
engineering concepts, such as uid dynamics, chemical
reactions, computer programming, mechanical engineering,
and biochemical engineering. The PI and co-PI will continue
to lead this broader impact outreach event annually to
continue nurture interest in STEM fields to the Black Belt
high school students.
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Plasmon-Enhanced Catalytic Ozonation
for Water Treatment and Reuse
Dr. Tingting Wu
University of Alabama in Huntsville
The stress of rapid population growth, shortage of fresh
water sources, a changing climate, and impaired water
sources due to industriali ation and urbani ation presents a
major challenge to water treatment technologies. To better
insure high uality drinking water, new, innovative, and cost
effective processes are needed. This project is potentially
a transformative step to enhance catalytic o onation for
the destruction of emerging contaminants of concern.
Advanced oxidation processes usually involve generation
of hydroxyl radicals and can be used to remove recalcitrant
organic contaminants in water and wastewater. However,
the current advanced oxidation processes are usually energy
intensive and may form undesired byproducts. This project
will examine an enhanced advanced oxidation process as an
alternative solution.

US-South Korea Collaborative Research:
Additive Manufacturing of Fatigue
Resistant Materials
Dr. Nima Shamsaei, Auburn University
Additive manufacturing, or 3D printing, offers the ability
to fabricate customi ed, complex metallic parts traditionally
unobtainable for a variety of applications. A paradigm shi in
engineering design and product reali ation is thus occurring,
and many industries, such as biomedical and aerospace,
are poised to benefit. Some examples include (1) on-site,
rapid fabrication of metallic bone implants with patient and

injury-specific designs, and (2) fabrication of replacement
parts in remote locations (e.g. outer space). Nonetheless,
metallic parts made by current additive manufacturing
methods tend to have porosity and anisotropy, features
typically detrimental to part strength and fatigue resistance.
Such parts cannot be used with confidence in load-bearing
applications. This award supports scientific investigation
that can potentially enable production of fatigue resistant
metallic parts by additive manufacturing.
The objectives of this research are (1) to establish
relationships between microstructure properties (grain
orientation, and morphology), porosity distribution (si e,
shape, and location), and process parameters (laser power,
scanning speed, hatch spacing, and layer orientation);
and (2) to understand effects of microstructure properties
(grain orientation) and porosity of additively-manufactured
materials on their multi-axial fatigue resistance. To achieve the
first objective, continuum-scale thermophysical models will
be developed and used to relate microstructure properties
and porosity distribution to process parameters. These
models will be experimentally validated. Ti-6Al-4V specimens
will be fabricated using laser-based additive manufacturing
under various process parameter combinations. The layer
orientation will be altered between 0 -90 , while scanning
speed, hatch spacing, and laser power will be varied within
ranges prescribed from existing knowledge (e.g. published
experimental data). Microstructure properties and porosity
distribution of fabricated specimens will be measured using
-ray tomography (si e, shape, and location of porosity),
as well as optical and scanning electron microscopy (grain
orientation, and morphology). To achieve the second
objective, multi-axial microstructure-sensitive fatigue models
based on critical plane approaches will be developed and
validated by experiments. Multi-axial fatigue experiments
will be conducted on fabricated specimens, using in-phase
and out-of-phase discriminating load paths to exercise
different critical loading planes. Fractography on the fracture
surface of specimens will be performed to determine
location, si e, and shape of the pore(s) responsible for
initiating cracks. Crack replication techni ues will be
employed to find the orientation of fatigue micro-cracks with
respect to critical loading plane and to determine effects of
anisotropic microstructure on fatigue behavior. Through
the collaboration with the Korea Institute of Industrial
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Technology, the generated models will be tested on other
additive manufacturing methods and materials.

Investigating the Potential for
Decentralized Institutions,
Technologies, and Governance to Meet
the Wastewater Challenge
Dr. Kelly Alley, Auburn University

river is, on the one hand,
culturally significant
as a Hindu Goddess
while, on the other, it
is being diminished by
escalating extractions
for agriculture, industry,
power, and urbani ation.
It is the combination of
these factors that makes
a sample of Gangesrelated projects ideal
for investigating the
intersectional effects of
decentrali ed wastewater A dysfunctional sewage pumping station
next to a large wastewater drain
treatment approaches.
The cross-project comparison will allow the researchers to
identify the cultural, institutional and political conditions and
constraints that make decentrali ed projects institutionally
feasible, financially viable, and culturally acceptable. The
researchers will focus on projects connected to a sample of
the 144 drains that pour wastewater into the river system.
The researchers will collect data through site visits and
mapping of wastewater drains and treatment facilities.
They will carry out structured interviews with industry and
government representatives. They will conduct surveys
in neighborhoods with large drains to assess cultural
and political understanding of wastewater problems and
acceptability of experiments
and pilot projects. Findings
from the research will inform
policy makers anywhere who
plan to undertake decentrali ed
wastewater treatment systems.
Findings will also contribute to
improved social science theory
of the role of infrastructure
in social and cultural systems.
Funding the research supports
two graduate students and
enhances international research
collaboration.

Increasing water shortages and contamination have
pushed communities and policy makers to reconsider their
reliance on centrali ed wastewater treatment systems and
to experiment with decentrali ed ones. A decentrali ed
project is a small-scale treatment system operated in a city
drain, a neighborhood, or an institutional setting without
long distance transfers of wastewater through underground
and above-ground pipes. But the planning and effective
operation of these projects re uire wholesale changes not
only in technology but also in institutional frameworks and
systems of governance, which produces a nexus of effects
across scales that is not yet well understood. The research
funded by this award will address this information gap.
Anthropologist Dr. Kelly D. Alley (Auburn University) and
her team will study the interactions between institutional
structures, governance mechanisms, geophysical landscapes
of wastewater ows, and cultural practices in the context
of decentrali ed responses to water contamination and
shortage. Their project will
also produce case studies in
treatment, recycling, water
monitoring, and environmental
regulation that can be shared
across communities and
countries.
The research will be
undertaken in India, where a wide
range of decentrali ed water
reuse and pollution reduction
experiments and pilot programs
are planned or underway in the
heavily polluted Ganges river
Water from the sacred Ganges is used for religious bathing and
basin. Cleaning up the Ganges is numerous Hindu rituals of purification. The water is poured from
complicated by the fact that the small storage vessels.
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Collaborative Research:
Understanding, Mitigating, and
Controlling Frost Formation Through
the Use of Biphilic and Hybrid Surfaces
under Static and Dynamic Conditions

Spatiotemporal Dynamics of Bedload
Sediment Flux in Large Rivers
Dr. Sagy Cohen, University of Alabama

Dr. Lorenzo Cremaschi, Auburn University
Frost formation is a common occurrence that penali es
energy consumption; it builds up in free ers, covers
car windows, and prevents heat pump air-conditioners
from properly functioning. It also has harmful effects in
applications such as airplane safety and reliability. This
research will investigate new surfaces that combine waterattracting and water-repelling regions to prevent and control
frost formation. During the frost formation process, water
coexists as vapor, li uid, and solid phases. By using surfaces
with resilient and optimally positioned interlaced patterns of
water-attracting and water-repelling regions, the transport of
the water is controlled before it free es. Preliminary results
show that controlling the transport of water in the li uid
and vapor phases can significantly increase the amount of
time it takes for free ing to occur and even prevent frost
altogether for certain temperature ranges. Even a er water
initially free es on a surface, frost continues to grow threedimensionally leading to thick build-up of frost. The growth
of the frost layer is predominately dependent of water vapor
transport. A surface that can selectively attract and repel
water vapor has the potential to change the frost growth
pattern and to limit the thickness of the frost layer. The
objective of this work is to investigate various patterns of
water-attracting and water-repelling regions on surfaces and
on fin structures and to discover the widest temperature
range possible where frost can be completely prevented
as well as determine
how frost formation can
be optimally controlled
for significantly less
energy consumption in
applications in which the
conditions are beyond
frost prevention.

This research project will provide new knowledge
regarding global-scale predictions and analysis of sediment
fluxes in large rivers, with special attention given to
sediment transported in riverbeds. The investigator will
develop a globally distributed, bedload-flux computer
model to analy e the spatial interactions between bedload
and environmental dynamics as well as the ratio between
bedload and sediment transported in suspension. The
project will provide new insights into the drivers and
mechanisms of uvial geomorphology, thereby transforming
fundamental analytical capabilities with regard to these key
geomorphological processes. The project will incorporate
a multifaceted educational plan that promotes research,
teaching, and participation of students in geography and the
geosciences through a combination of research, mentoring,
and outreach activities involving graduate, undergraduate,
and middle school students as well as the general public.
Project results will enhance public awareness of water
resources and education through a long-term interpretive
exhibit at the Alabama Museum of Natural History.
Bedload sediment
transport is a significant
driver of the physical,
biological,
and
chemical dynamics in
river systems, and it
affects water uality
and availability in river
systems, river shape and
ecological functioning,
and coastal dynamics.
The investigator will
develop a new bedload
flux module within
an existing globalscale hydrological Augmented Reality Sandbox exhibit at
modeling framework. the Alabama Museum of Natural History.
The analyses will Visitors can interact with the exhibit by
shaping the sand, creating virtual rain, and
focus on the universal observing water flows.
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applicability of the physically based bedload module for
large-scale simulations and on the spatial trends of the ratio
between suspended and bedload uxes along river systems
as well as its relationship to river basin characteristics. To
facilitate these analyses and to validate the model, a globally
distributed observational database will be collected from
existing U.S. Geological Survey databases, scholarly literature,
online resources, and the investigator’s collaborative
network. Outcomes from this research will provide one of the
first spatially and temporally explicit first-order estimates of
global bedload ux and a numerical framework for studying
the parameters, drivers, and mechanisms of bedload ux in
large global rivers. The uantification of sediment transport
in rivers will be catalytic for examining carbon and nutrient
cycles, river, coastal and marine ecology, dam sustainability,
and water and food security.

Structure, Colouring, and Flows
in Graphs

focuses on four sub-projects involving immersion, edgecoloring, and ows.
The first two sub-projects are both motivated by an
immersion-analog of Hadwiger’s Conjecture (the AbuKh am--Langston Conjecture), which links coloring and
immersion. One sub-project seeks to find exact structural
characteri ations of graphs without specific immersions;
the other seeks to better understand how immersions (and
colorings) are affected when creating new graphs from old.
A second conjecture involving coloring and structure that
interests the PI greatly is the Goldberg-Seymour Conjecture
on chromatic index. The PI plans to work to improve the
method of Tashkinov trees -- the dominant techni ue used
for approximation results towards the conjecture. The final
sub-project concerns ows, and is somewhat different in
avor (although ows and colorings are certainly related
notions). Here, the objects of interest are 3- ows with
large support, and the backdrop is Tutte’s famous 3-Flow
Conjecture.

Dr. Jessica McDonals, Auburn University

Collaborative Research: Food
Insecurity and mental health in
In discrete mathematics, a graph is a set of points,
some of which may be joined by lines. Graphs are useful global perspective: Social and
models for chemical structures, electrical grids, the internet, nutritional pathways
transportation maps, and many other objects -- anything
that can be viewed as a network is, abstractly, a graph. Real
world problems involving such networks benefit from the
theorems, algorithms, and insight of graph theory. The PI
is most interested in graph problems involving structure,
coloring, and related notions -- especially problems which
connect coloring and structure. This project in particular

Dr. Lesley Weaver, University of Alabama
Social ine uality is recogni ed as a fundamental cause
of many forms of human suffering. Although rooted in
particular social and economic orders, social ine uality also
manifests in individual biology and psychology. However,
the complex and interacting connections involved are not
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well understood; physical and mental health disparities
can be both the cause and the effect of social ine uality.
Understanding how these disparities interact is important
because they can be mutually-reinforcing and thus di cult
to escape once the cycle has begun. The research supported
by this award will investigate these linkages through the
lens of food insecurity and the pathways that connect
it to mental ill health, as mediated by cultural and social
differences. Although the research will be conducted outside
of the United States to take advantage of analytically useful
comparisons, its findings will be universally applicable.
The research will be undertaken by anthropologists
Dr. Lesley . Weaver (University of Alabama) and Dr. Craig
A. Hadley (Emory University) in three rapidly developing
communities in Bra il, Ethiopia, and Haiti. These research
sites were chosen because all three have experienced food
shortages in recent memory and in each setting, social
ine uality is creating noticeable disparities in life chances.
At the same time, the three research sites also differ in
scientifically useful ways they have culturally distinct food
cultures and each has a different degree of integration with
the global economy. In each site, the researchers will collect
information on social and cultural meanings associated with
the ac uisition, preparation, and consumption of foods; they
will do mental and physical health assessments; and they will
look at the relationships between these data to weigh the
importance of biological (especially nutritional) and cultural
factors as pathways that connect food insecurity to mental ill
health. Data will be gathered through interviews about health
and well-being; participant observation; the collection of
basic health biometrics; and the administration of culturally
adapted mental health scales. Cross-site comparisons will
allow the researchers to assess whether or not there is a
shared experience of food insecurity and mental health
problems that we are likely to see in other global locations,
including the United States. Findings from this research will
help to better understand the connection between human
society, culture, biology, and psychology. Results also will
help to improve the effectiveness of development and aid
programs designed to alleviate mental health problems and
food insecurity and alleviate some of the harmful effects of
social ine uality.
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The DOE EPSCoR Program is positioned in the O ce
of Science and is the single largest supporter of basic
research in the physical sciences. It supports both basic
and applied research and development across a wide range
of interdisciplinary program areas that include, Advanced
Scientific Computing Research, Basic Energy Sciences,
Biological and Environmental Research, Fusion Energy
Sciences, High Energy Physics, Nuclear Physics.
The goals of the DOE EPSCoR program are to
Improve the capacity to conduct sustainable and national
competitive energy-related research
umpstart infrastructure development through increased
human and technical resources, training scientists and
engineers in energy-related areas
Build beneficial relationships with ten world class
laboratories in designated states and territories, leverage
DOE national user facilities, and take advantage of
opportunities for intellectual collaboration across the
DOE system.
The Alabama DOE EPSCoR program is the central
coordinating unit responsible for energy-related research
and human resources development issues for the state. Dr.
ohn Steadman, Dean of the University of South Alabama’s
College of Engineering, serves as the Alabama DOE EPSCoR
Program’s Agency Director.
DOE uses NSF EPSCoR eligibility criteria. Twenty-four
states are currently eligible for DOE EPSCoR (see photo).
Missouri lost eligibility in April 2015. DOE EPScoR provides
funding support through three types of awards including
the Implementation Grant, National Laboratory Partnership
Grants, and the Early Career Research Program, each are
described below.

The Implementation Grant is for a maximum period
of six years with an initial period of three years. Maximum
funding for Implementation Grants is $2,500,000 per year
and until recently only one active implementation grant per
state or territory was permitted at a time. Now any EPSCoR
state or territory can apply when there is an open Funding
Opportunity Announcement (FOA).
The EPSCoR-State National Laboratory Partnership Grant
is for a maximum period of 3 years. Maximum funding for
these grants is $200K per year with no state matching funds
re uired. PIs on current DOE grant awards are not eligible
to serve as PIs on Partnership Grant applications. Grants
allow EPSCoR researchers to work closely with DOE National
laboratories to conduct collaborative research and train
students. Multiple submissions per state and laboratory are
permitted and expected. There is no limit to the number of
state or laboratory submissions per year. All funding resides
within the EPSCoR state and no EPSCoR funds are permitted
to support DOE National Laboratory activities.
DOE O ce of Science Early Career Research Awards are
limited to applications received from academic institutions in
EPSCoR jurisdictions. A particular DOE Program Area O ce
many nominate meritorious applications that would not
have been otherwise considered for joint consideration by
multiple program areas on a funds available basis.

Alabama DOE EPSCoR Implementation Grant
In August 2009, Alabama DOE EPSCoR was awarded a DOE
EPSCoR Implementation Award entitled, Nano-StructureEnhanced Phase Change Materials (NEPCM) Tailored for
Energy E ciency, High-Power Electronics, Thermal Storage
Comfort and Building Materials Applications , for an initial
three years for $1.9M with a matching commitment of
$1.1M. The award was located at The University of Alabama
and was extended until August 2013.
In August 2013 the DOE EPSCoR NEPCM project was
awarded a two year extension (8 15 2013 to 8 14 2015)
for $ 294K to take the experimental aspects of the project
to completion, this extension was later amended to end
August 2017. Dr. ohn Steadman, Dean of the College of
Engineering at the University of South Alabama, serves
as the Project Director and is responsible for the Human
Resource Development component. Drs. ay Khodadadi and
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German Mills at Auburn University as well Dr. KT Hsiao at the
University of South Alabama have support to fund graduate
students, travel, and purchase supplies. The researchers
will travel to industry related conferences to present their
research results. (See below for an update on the research).
The Human Resource Development component
continues to support travel for researchers to visit a DOE
National Laboratory either for a brief or extended visit and
or present at energy related conferences. This encourages
researchers to establish and develop relationships with
researchers at DOE National Laboratories or future
collaborators. During FY 16, students and faculty traveled
to Brookhaven National Laboratory, and made numerous
presentations at conferences including the Americal Physical
Society in March 2016, the 47th Annual APS Division
of Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics; and the 18th
International Meeting on Lithium Batteries.

NEPCM Research Update
Thermal conductivity of nanometer-si ed silverbased colloids was measured in the solid state using
the transient planar source techni ue. Improvement of
thermal conductivity was higher than that predicted by the
effective media theory indicating some agglomeration. A
journal paper reporting these findings is in the final stages
of publication 1 . Research of on molecular dynamics
(MD)-based non-continuum simulations of free ing of
hydrocarbons in presence of nanoparticles, nanotubes
and graphene was continued. Nanotubes and graphene
structures provide templates that promote crystalli ation
of the phase change material leading to improved thermal
conductivity. The effect of the length of the chain of alkanes
on thermal conductance of idea crystal of n-alkanes was also
studied using MD 2 .
AU GRSP Student
Yi Zeng presents his
research at the Auburn
University Graduate
Forum, October 2016

Two research papers summari ing earlier work
were published in late 2015 3, 4 . Poster presentations of
ongoing work have been made (see below).
Al Ghossein, R. M., and . M. Khodadadi, Experimental
Determination of Temperature-Dependent Thermal
Conductivity of Solid Eicosane-Silver-Based
Nanostructure-enhanced Phase Change Materials, to
appear in the International ournal of Heat and Mass
Transfer.
Rastgarkafshgarkolaei, R., Y. eng, and . M. Khodadadi,
A Molecular Dynamics Study of the Effect of Thermal
Boundary Conductance on Thermal Transport of Ideal
Crystal of n-Alkanes with Different Number of Carbon
Atoms, ournal of Applied Physics, Vol. 119, Issue 20,
205107-9, 2016.
Dhaidan, N. S., and . M. Khodadadi, Melting and
Convection of Phase Change Materials in Different Shape
Containers A Review, Renewable and Sustainable
Energy Reviews, Vol. 43, pp. 449-477, 2015.
El Hasadi, Y. M. F., and . M. Khodadadi, Numerical
Simulation of Solidification of Colloids Inside a
Differentially-Heated Cavity, Transactions of the ASME,
ournal of Heat Transfer, Vol. 137, No. 7, 072301, 10
pages, 2015.

DOE EPSCoR State Laboratory
Partnership Awards
In October 2015 a Funding Opportunity Announcment
was issued for State Laboratory Partnership awards,
pre-applications were due November 12 with the final
application due anuary 28, 2016. Over twenty-five
Alabama researchers prepared pre-applications. Prior to the
October 2015 announcement, the last Funding Opportunity
Announcement for State Laboratory Partnership awards
was issued April 2009 with proposals due the following
November. In uly 2016, Dr. Lin Li, Assistant Professor of
Metallurgical and Materials Engineering was awarded a $
420,756 DOE EPSCoR State Laboratory Partnership Award
starting September 1, 2016 with an expected end date of
August 31, 2019.
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Multiscale Modeling of Shear
Banding in Metallic Glasses
Dr. Lin Li, University of Alabama
Stronger than steels but able to be shaped and molded
like plastics, metallic glasses (MGs) are the uintessential
engineering materials, and are currently among the most
actively studied metallic
materials. Their amorphous
structure makes them one
of the strongest engineering
materials known. However,
MGs suffer from negligible
plasticity prior to catastrophic
failure in a form of shear
bands at room temperature,
which precludes their
immediate application as
structural components.
The overarching goal of this research project is to
develop an understanding of the microstructures and
deformation mechanisms that control shear banding in MGs,
which will enable the development of MGs with enhanced
plasticity. To achieve this goal, two scientific objectives will
be pursued. (1) Understand the underlying mechanisms of
shear banding phenomena by developing a multi-scale model
which captures the interplay of structural evolution and MG
deformation. (2) With the developed model, a materials-bydesign approach will be performed for heterogeneous glass
structures that can control and distribute multiple shear
bands. This work, therefore, includes the following thrusts
development of a structure-enriched multi-scale modeling
framework; determination of the formation mechanisms
for shear bands in presence of structural heterogeneity;
and determination of the relationship between structural
evolution and macroscopic mechanical responses of MGs,
especially MG plasticity improvement through structural
rejuvenation. In particular, the atomistic simulations will be
conducted to establish the correlation between the atomistic
structure and deformation process, i.e., shear transformation
one (ST ), in MGs. The characteri ed correlation will be used

to calibrate a meso-scale ST dynamics model, in which the
deformation is considered as a Markov chain of coupled ST
activations that lead to deformation at large time and length
scales. The ST dynamics simulations will provide details on
spatial and temporal correlation of ST activation that gives
rise to formation of shear bands in presence of structural
heterogeneity. The developed model will be used to
investigate the relationship between structural evolution and
mechanical responses of MGs (inelasticity, yielding, plastic
ow), with a focus on the thermomechanical processing that
give rises to MG plasticity improvement through structural
rejuvenation. The predicted results will be validated by
in-situ high energy -ray diffraction measurements along
with pair distribution function (PDF) analysis. The synergistic
collaboration between the groups at University of Alabama
(UA) and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) will establish
the connection between the atomistic and mesoscopic
simulations of MG deformation dynamics, and build the
linkage between multi-scale modeling and experiments for
structural effect on plasticity improvement. The proposed
work will guide us to the development of MGs with enhanced
ductility, and advance our understanding on the connection
between glass physics and mechanics. This work will answer
directly to the needs of computationally driven materials
innovation, as it promises to markedly enhance our capability
to predict and utili e shear bands, the prime issue which
impedes wide applications of metallic glasses as structural
components.
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The NASA EPSCoR program strengthens the research
capabilities of 28 jurisdictions that have not in the past
participated e uably in competitive aerospace and aerospacerelated research activities. EPSCoR provides eligible
jurisdictions with funding to develop a more competitive
research base within their jurisdiction and member academic
institutions. The NASA EPSCoR mission is to
Increase the understanding, assessment, development
and utili ation of space resources and provide a strong
education base.
Promote partnerships and cooperation among
universities, federal, state, and local governments, and
aerospace related industries.
Provide a university based network responsive to the
nation’s aerospace needs.

NASA EPSCoR Jurisdictions
Alabama
Nevada
Alaska
New Hampshire
Arkansas
New Mexico
Delaware
North Dakota
Hawaii
Oklahoma
Idaho
Rhode Island
Iowa
South Carolina
Kansas
South Dakota
Kentucky
Tennessee
Louisiana
Utah
Maine
Vermont
Mississippi
West Virginia
Missouri
Wyoming
Montana
Puerto Rico
Nebraska

NASA EPSCoR uses two primary funding mechanisms
The Research Infrastructure Development (RID)
component enables jurisdictions to build and strengthen
relationships with NASA researchers and are awarded to junior
faculty. The RID has a three-year base period of performance
with a potential single, two-year renewable period of
performance. Currently awards are $125K per year. A one-toone match (cash or in-kind) is re uired for every NASA dollar
awarded.
The Cooperative Agreement Notice (CAN) solicits topicspecific proposals addressing high-priority NASA research and

technology development needs. Awards are up to $750K for a
three-year performance period. Of that, $75K is awarded to Dr.
ohn Gregory (Alabama’s NASA EPSCoR Program Director) at
the University of Alabama in Huntsville and $675K is awarded
to the researcher. A one-to-one match (cash or in-kind) is
re uired for every NASA dollar awarded. NASA intends to
announce the EPSCoR CAN for Research Awards yearly,
pending funding availability.
The Alabama NASA EPSCoR program builds upon existing
strengths within the State, using facilities and personnel at
the Space Grant Universities and at the NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center (MSFC) but extending these to a new set of
teachers, researchers, students, and industrial collaborators.
The Alabama NASA EPSCoR Program Director also serves as
the Alabama Space Grant Consortium Director. The goals of
Alabama NASA EPSCoR are to (1) effect a permanent increase
in the national competitiveness of Alabama’s basic research
programs in targeted areas; (2) enhance research areas
which already have strength and which are closely related to
special needs of Alabama; (3) provide the basis for continuing
expansion of basic research in Alabama in the post-EPSCoR era.
Alabama NASA EPSCoR currently has two Cooperative
Agreement Notice awards. FY11 CAN entitled, Electron Beam
Additive Fabrication Technology for Rapid Manufacturing
of Space Vehicle Hardware began August 1, 2011 and
continued until uly 31, 2015. FY13 CAN entitled, Experimental
Investigation of Noice and Thermoacoustic Instabilities in LowEmission, High-E ciency Combustion Systems for Aviation
began October 1, 2013 and will continue to Sept. 30, 2016.
Alabama EPSCoR recieved one Research Infrastructure
Development (RID) award in FY12 which continues to fund five
small projects, these projects will continue into the early part
of 2016. Alabama EPSCoR was awarded an FY15 RID award
in une 2015. Dr. ohn Gregory distributed the RID Program
Opportunity Announcement in September 2015 re uesting
a letter-of-intent by Oct. 12, 2015. The FY 2015 RID will fund
five, $ 16K awards for one year starting anuary 1, 2016 and
ending December 31, 2016. A er the first year, there is a
possible renewal for two more years if satisfactory progrss
is demonstrated. Only tenure-earning or recently tenured
faculty may apply. A 1 1 match of non-federal funds is re uired
which may be in-kind, cash, or student or faculty effort, tuition,
supplies, materials, or waiver of indirect costs.
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Current NASA EPSCoR Awards, October 2016
Type of
Award

PI

Title

Inst

funding detail

Award

Period of
Performance

Ongoing NASA EPSCoR Awards
FY13 CAN

John Gregory
(UAH); Agrawal
and Fisher (UA)

Experimental Investigation of Noise and
Thermoacoustic Instabilities in Low-Emission,
High-Efficiency Combustion Systems for
Aviation

UA

$750K ($675K to
researchers)

750,000

10/1/139/30/16

RID FY12 - 3
Year

John Gregory

AL NASA EPSCoR RID FY 12, 3 year

UAH

overall $375K (RID
awards come out of
this)

39,000

10/18/1210/17/16

UA

$32,000 annually for 3
years

96,000

6/1/13 5/31/16

UAH

$16,000 annually for 3
years

48,000

2/1/13 1/31/16

UAH

$16,000 annually for 3
years

48,000

2/1/13 1/31/16

Seed Grant
(RID) FY12
Seed Grant
(RID) FY 12
Seed Grant
(RID) FY 12
Seed Grant
(RID) FY12
Seed Grant
(RID) FY 12

Distributed Energy Storage System Architecture
and Control for Longer and Healthier System
Life and Energy Sharing for Space and Vehicle
Applications
"Compact, low-cost semiconductor lasers with
Lingze Duan
ultra-high frequency stability"
"Prediction of Combustion Dynamics in Rocket
Sarma Rani
Engines through Computational Enhancements
in Loci-CHEM"
"Assessing Solid Oxide Electrolyzer Degradation
George Nelson
Driven by Gas Consumption"
"Carbon Dioxide Adsorption in Composite
T. Grant Glover
Adsorbent-Supported Ionic Liquid Materials
Jaber Abu
Qahouq

$16,000 annually for 3
years
$32,000 annually for 3
USA
years

UAH

48,000
96,000

2/1/13 5/31/16
4/1/13 3/31/16

New FY 2015 NASA EPSCoR Awards
RID FY15- 3
Yr

NASA EPSCoR Gregory

AL NASA EPSCoR RID FY 15, 3 year

UAH

overall $ 375,000

150,000

RID FY15- 3
Yr

Majid Beidaghi

Dielectric Polymer Nanocomposites Based on
Novel Two-Dimensional Transition Metal
Carbides

AU

$15,000 (each year for
up to three years)

45,000

RID FY15- 3
Yr

Lin Li

Investigation of Microstructure and Mechanical
Property Relationship of Inconel 718 Fabricated
by Selective Laser Melting Using Combined InSitu Characterization Measurements and Phase
Field Crystal Plasticity Simulations

UA

$15,000 (each year for
up to three years)

45,000

RID FY15- 3
Yr

Vinu
Unnikrishnan

Influence of High Temperature on Field
Emission in Vacuum Nano-Electronics For Space
Applications

UA

$15000 (each year for
up to three years)

45,000

RID FY15- 3
Yr

Sarma Rani

Multi-Scale Modeling of Radiative Heat Transfer
$15,000 (each year for
UAH
in Hypersonic Flows
up to three years)

45,000

RID FY15- 3
Yr

Ming Sun

Monsters On Diets? --- Activity of the Most
Massive Super-Massive Black Holes

UAH

$15,000 (each year for
up to three years)

45,000

6/1/155/31/18
2/1/16 1/31/17
(initial year)
2/1/16 1/31/17
(initial year)
2/1/16 1/31/17
(initial year)
2/1/16 1/31/17
(initial year)
2/1/16 1/31/17
(initial year)

ALABAMA NASA EPSCoR RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT FY15
15-EPSCoR RID-0021
Dr. John Gregory, University of Alabama in Huntsville
The purpose of the Alabama NASA EPSCoR RID program is to build core capabilities at Alabama’s universities and
other collaborative institutions. We shall build competitive research and technology development capabilities in areas
of interest to both NASA and the State of Alabama. The interests of NASA are defined in the CAN, in the 2014 NASA
Strategic Plan, and by the 3 strategic goals of the O ce of Education’s ARCD. The interests of the State of Alabama in this
regard are defined by the Alabama State EPSCoR Committee (SEC), which oversees all EPSCoR programs within the state.
The PI of this proposal is Dr. ohn Gregory, the Alabama NASA EPSCoR Director, the Alabama Space Grant Consortium
Director, and a professor at UAHuntsville. He reports regularly to the Alabama SEC on NASA EPSCoR matters and is
known personally by most of the SEC members. Dr. Gregory most recently addressed the Alabama SEC in anuary 2015
and their approval to continue the RID Program in the same format as has been successfully used for the past 2 cycles
was a rmed. The core of the 2015 Alabama RID program will be the development of individual researcher capability
Seed Grants. Most of the other elements will be embedded within this core element. We propose this because the Seed
Grant program that has been run by our o ce for the past 8 years has been successful.
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Experimental Investigation of Noise
and Thermo-acoustic Instabilities
in Low-Emission, High-Efficiency
Combustion Systems for Aviation
Dr. John C. Gregory, UAH;
Drs. Ajay K. Agrawal and Brian T Fisher, UA
In conjunction with the National Aeronautics Research
and Development Policy, NASA Aeronautics Research
Mission Directorate (ARMD) has developed the plan that
sets the direction for the nation’s research priorities and
long-term objectives for the benefit of the public in the
area of civil aviation 1 . Within ARMD, the Fundamental
Aeronautics Program (FAP) has identified uantitative
goals for near-term, mid-term, and long-term technology
development in subsonic air transport. The three areas
identified for the subsonic speed regime are (1) emissions
of nitric oxides (NOx), particulates, and green-house gases,
(2) noise, and (3) fuel e ciency. The purpose of this project
is to help develop high-performance li uid-fuel combustion
systems for aviation gas turbines with reduced emissions,
noise, and thermo-acoustic instabilities. In particular, we
will focus on the Lean Direct Injection (LDI) combustion
concept under development at NASA Glenn Research Center
(GRC) to meet the re uirements of low NOx emissions and
high performance. Experimental results from this study
will provide high-fidelity experimental data to understand
interactions among turbulent ow, chemical kinetics, and
acoustics in LDI combustion systems. A porous inert media
(PIM) concept will be implemented to passively control these
interactions with the additional goal to reduce combustion
noise and instabilities. Experimental data and concepts
generated in this study will help develop and validate stateof-the-art CFD models, while supporting NASA’s priority for
high-performance, low-emission gas-turbine engines for air
and space transportation needs of the future.
This project will contribute significantly toward building
li uid-fuel combustion research infrastructure at the newly
constructed Engines and Combustion Laboratory (ECL) at

Low-Emission Combustor Setup in Engine and Combustion Laboratory at
University of Alabama

The University of Alabama (UA). The ECL is a one-of-a-kind
combustion test facility, and is the only one in an academic
setting in Alabama. It provides 11,000 s . . oor space
divided into six test cells with adjacent control rooms and work
areas. Test cells offer the capability to perform combustion
experiments for a wide range of operating conditions. In
recent years, we have ac uired and utili ed state-of-the-art
diagnostics e uipment including time-resolved stereoscopic
particle image velocimetry (PIV), phase Doppler particle
analy er (PDPA), high-speed imaging systems, and fastsampling gas analysis systems. The proposed project will
build on these capabilities to help establish a self-sustaining
combustion research infrastructure and place UA among the
top universities in the country in the field.
This project builds on collaboration between a senior and
junior faculty, with diverse but complementary backgrounds,
to help educate and train graduate and undergraduate
students, including those from underrepresented groups.
Many UA graduates join the aerospace and defense industry,
particularly in the Huntsville, AL area. Students working on
this project will gain knowledge and skills in combustion
energy fields to support industry and enhance economic
development in Alabama.
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Dieletric Polymer Nanocomposites
Based on Novel Two-Dimensional (2D)
Transition Metal Carbides
Dr. Majid Beidaghi, Auburn University
High dielectric constant ( r) materials are crucial for
many applications in advanced electronics and electric
power systems including embedded capacitors, energy
storage devices and actuators. Compared to ceramic
dielectrics, polymer or polymer composite dielectrics offer
many advantages such as being lightweight, having higher
breakdown strengths, greater reliability, flexibility and
scalable processing. Polymer nanocomposites with high
exibility and based on dielectric polymers and conductive
fillers, or conductor-dielectric composites (CDCs), have
attracted much attention because of their high dielectric
constant, low loss and high exibility. The dielectric response
of CDCs is due to
the percolation
phenomena and
is affected by the
geometry of the
filler particles
and the chemical
interactions
between the
Dr. Beidaghi (left) and PhD students Armin
fillers and the
VahidMohammadi (center) and Emre Kayali (right)
polymer matrix.
look at recently synthesized composite film
2D conductive
materials, such as graphene, are recently reported as
excellent fillers with significant effects on the dielectric
constant of the composite. However, graphene sheets are
very di cult to disperse in polymers and their chemical
interaction with the matrix is limited, hindering the wide
application of graphene-based CDCs. This project is aimed
at using an alternative filler material based on a 2D transition
metal carbide (Ti3C2) and developing flexible polymer
nanocomposites with high dielectric constants and low loss.
This novel 2D titanium carbide is highly conductive, shows
high temperature stability and a tunable surface chemistry
that can be utili ed to design nanocomposites with high
dielectric constants and superior mechanical properties and
exibility. The dielectric polymer nanocomposites developed

in this study will be based on the copolymer poly(vinylidene
uoride-co-tri uoroethylene), in short P(VDF-TrFE), which
shows better dielectric performance compared to many
other polymers. Our experimental work in the project will
involve controlled dispersion Ti3C2 in P(VDF-TrFE) copolymer
to fabricate nanocomposites with various filler contents and
assessment of their dielectric and mechanical performance.
The project will result in development of better dielectric
materials for applications including some important
applications related to NASA’s missions. The outcome of
this project will be shared and discussed with researchers
at NASA Marshal Space Flight Center.

Investigation of Microstructure and
Mechanical Property relationship of
Inconel 718 fabricated by selective
laser melting using coupled phase
field and crystal simulations
Dr. Lin Li, University of Alabama
Additive manufacturing (AM) of metal components
is a rapidly growing manufacturing paradigm that could
revolutioni e the design and production of complex metallic
parts. However, the extreme processing conditions create
uni ue material microstructures (e.g., various metallic
phases, textures, locali ed stresses) that can affect their
performance. This proposed program is to understand
the relationship of process, microstructural evolution
and mechanical performance of AM metal components
using an integrated computational materials engineering
(ICME) approach. A model material of Inconel 718
fabricated by selective laser melting (SLM) will be studied.
A multicomponent and multiphase phase field (PF) model
coupled with crystal plasticity (CP) finite element method
will be developed and used iteratively to provide predictions
of phase fraction, crystallographic texture, residual stress,
and yield stress for comparison with the experimental
measurements. The microstructural characteri ation will
be performed using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
during post-production thermal-mechanical treatment.
High temperature tensile an stress relaxation tests will be
conducted to calibrate and validate the mechanical prediction
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of the coupled model. A successful implementation of the
program will deliver a microstructure enhanced constitutive
material mechanics model that links the extreme processing
condition of SLM, Inconel 718 microstructures (e.g.,
phases, texture), internal stress state, and the mechanical
performance. The proposed program is to directly address
the top technological challenges in 2015 NASA Space
Technology Roadmap on Computational Design Materials.

Multi-scale Modeling of Radiative
Heat Transfer in Hypersonic Flows

Carlo method. Furthermore, the FSCK model will be improved
to account for spatial inhomogeneities in temperature and
in species concentrations. Both the hybrid and FSCK models
will be enhanced to address non-e uilibrium radiation, as
well as ablation encountered in hypersonic re-entry ows.
The radiation module will be coupled to an established ow
solver of interest to NASA, and the integrated simulation tool
will be validated against benchmark data for Fire II, Apollo IV,
and Stardust, and other cases of interest to NASA.

Monsters on Diets? Activity
of the Most Massive Super-Massive
Black Holes

Dr. Shama Rani
University of Alabama in Huntsville

Dr. Ming Sun

Radiative heating is a crucial component of the overall
aerothermodynamic environment experienced by hypersonic
cruise and hypersonic atmospheric-entry vehicles. The goal
of this NASA EPSCoR research is to develop a predictive and
e cient computational framework for modeling non-gray
radiative heat transfer in hypersonic ows characteri ed
by large variations in the medium optical thickness. The
proposed framework consists of two principal modeling
components. The first is a novel hybrid approach to solve the
radiative transport e uation (RTE) through a combination of
the spherical harmonics (PN) method and the Monte-Carlo
method. The second component involves modeling the nongray effects of participating media through the full spectrum
correlated k-distribution (FSCK) method. The overall
computational approach is uni ue and innovative due to (1)
its ability to e ciently handle multiple orders-of-magnitude
variation in medium optical thickness (through the hybrid
RTE solution methodology), and (2) its ability to solve the
non-gray RTE at a small fraction of the computational cost
of line-by-line calculations (through the FSCK method). In
the first year of the NASA EPSCoR project, the modified
differential approximation (MDA) approach, along with the
non-gray FSCK method, will be implemented and validated.
MDA combines the lower order spherical harmonics (i.e., P1)
method for the diffusive component with a simplified viewfactor based method for the ballistic component of radiative
intensity. In the following years, the view-factor method will
be replaced with the more accurate and generali ed Monte-

University of Alabama in Huntsville
It is believed that every galaxy with a central bulge hosts
a supermassive black hole (SMBH). The more massive the
central bulge is, the more massive the SMBH is. SMBHs
grow by accreting surrounding matter. It turns out that
when matter is accreted into these giant monsters, a few
percent of the mass energy will be released, which will have
significant impact on galaxies and the surrounding medium.
A SMBH actively accreting is called an active galactic nucleus
(AGN) and is o en luminous in different bands from radio to
-rays. There are still many significant uestions unanswered,
e.g., what feeds SMBHs How is the AGN activity in different
bands connected and triggered How does AGN activity
impact the host galaxies Galaxy clusters are concentrations
of thousands of galaxies, forming the most populated regions
in the universe. The central galaxies in galaxy clusters are the
most massive galaxies in
the universe and likely
host the most massive
SMBHs. Thus, they are
great objects to study
SMBH activity. Over the
last five years, we have
collected a lot of optical,
radio and -ray data for
cluster central galaxies.
In combination with
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the rich archival data, several projects are made possible to
address these outstanding uestions. I ask for seed money
from Alabama NASA EPSCoR to work on these projects, for
my group to produce some initial results and prepare for
large external proposals. The results will have significant
impact in our understanding of SMBH activity, AGN feedback,
galaxy formation and evolution.

with the PL. This study would help in significantly reducing
the bulky space power electronics, and pave the way for
development of optimi ed, leaner and e cient avionic
subsystems for extreme environment space applications.

Influence of High Temperature on
Field Emission in Vacuum NanoElectronics for Space Applications

Dr. T. Grant Glover

Dr. Vinu Unnikrishnan, University of Alabama
Survivability and
operation of electronic
systems in extreme
environments is critical
for the success of
future landed NASA
missions especially
to Venus, Titan, and
Europa. These mission
environments exceed Dr. Unnikrishnan with students in the
the limits of operation Advanced Computational and Experimental
of current military and Mechanics Lab (ACEML), University of
Alabama
space-rated electronics
and keeping them operational re uires significant energy,
and overheads. According to the 2014 NASA Flight Avionics
Hardware Roadmap, nano-electronic technologies with
carbon nanotubes (CNTs), are promising candidates for
electronic devices in extreme environments. CNT based
miniaturi ed field emission vacuum tube devices for use
in extreme environments are currently developed by The
et Propulsion Laboratory ( PL). However such technology
is progressing through an empirical understanding of the
field emission process, since a theoretical understanding is
still in its early stages. This is primarily due to uncertainties
in understanding the field-emission characteristics of
nanotubes. In this proposed research, I plan to study using
multiscale ab-initio computational procedures, the effect of
high temperatures on field emission characteristics of CNT
in vacuum nano-electronic devices through collaboration

Development of Dust Free Binders for
Spacecraft Air Revitalization Systems
University of South Alabama
Although different types of binders for adsorbent powders
have been discussed in the literature, the problem of dusting
as a function of adsorbent cycling is uni ue to NASA and has
not been addressed. It would be ideal to have a set of binders
that have been applied to different adsorbent powders and to
understand how the binders perform as a function of humidity,
regeneration temperatures, and cycle times. In addition to
providing a solution to NASA regarding eolite dusting, this
information would also allow other agencies to mature novel
adsorbent powders from the laboratory to functional adsorbents
for gas storage and separations. This work will examine the
following types of binders for adsorbent materials clays (kaolin,
attapulgite, montmorillonite) polymers (polyurethane, latex,
polyethylene, polyvinyl alcohol) and cellulose acetate. Initial
work will focus on eolite 5A eolite, which is the current ISS
Carbon Dioxide Removal Assembly (CDRA) CO2 adsorbent. In
parallel, the student will synthesi e a selection of representative
MOFs (Cu-BTC, UiO-66-NH2) and IFs that will be formed into
structured adsorbent particles. The impact of the binders on the
porosity of the material, on the ability of the material to adsorb
CO2 from air, and on the crystal structure of the adsorbent will
be determined. The adsorbents will be characteri ed a er
hydrothermal cycling, by measuring adsorption isotherms,
gathering transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images, and
collecting -ray diffraction patterns. Success for this project is
defined as the development of a binder that can be applied to
traditional or novel adsorbent materials that produces limited
dusting when subjected to hydrothermal adsorption desorption
cycling and has minimal impact on the native e uilibrium
capacity and mass transfer rates of the bulk adsorbent powder
being bound.
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The AFRI Food and Agricultural Science Enhancement
(FASE) is an EPSCoR-like program designed to help institutions
develop competitive research, education and extension
outreach programs in high-priority areas of national need in
agriculture, food, and environmental sciences. Strengthening
Awards are EPSCoR grants and include Sabbatical Grants,
E uipment Grants, Seed Grants, and Strengthening Standard
Project Awards. Ten percent of the Agriculture and Food
Research Inititative (AFRI) budget will be set aside for
strengthening awards and post doctoral fellowships.
Sabbatical Grants, E uipment Grants, Seed Grants, and
Strengthening Standard Project Awards will be available
during each funding cycle to ensure that researchers at
institutions and states that are underrepresented in terms of
federal research, education, and extension outreach funding
receive a portion of AFRI funds. Strengthening grants make
up 7.5 of AFRI funding and eligibility for strengthening
categories except e uipment grants includes
ESPCoR states (determined by NSF EPSCoR criteria)
Academic institutions with a current total enrollment of
17,500 or less including graduate and undergraduate and
full- and part-time students
Accredited academic institutions whose enrollment of
a single minority group or a combination of minority
groups exceeds 50 percent of the total enrollment,
including graduate and undergraduate and full- and parttime students.
Institutions that are not among the most successful
universities and colleges for receiving federal funds for
science and engineering research.
Every year, NIFA determines the states that are eligible for
USDA EPSCoR funding. This list includes states having a
funding level no higher than the 38th percentile of all states
based on a 3-year rolling average of AFRI funding levels,
excluding FASE Strengthening funds granted to EPSCoR states
and small-mid-si ed and minority-serving degree-granting
institutions. In FY 2016, Alabama became ineligible for USDA
EPSCoR funding.
In FY 2014, four new USDA Strengthening awards were
brought into the state for a total of $ 567K, while research
expenditures for ongoing USDA EPSCoR programs exceeded $
1.1M. New USDA awards for Alabama researchers exceeded
$1.6M in FY 2015.

Development of SemichemicalBased Management Strategies for
the Invasive Kudzu Bug, Magacopta
cribraria in Soybean Production
Dr. Henry Y. Fadamiro, Auburn Unversity
Soybean is an important crop in the U.S with an annual
market value of about $41.8 billion. In much of the US,
soybean production is threatened by a new, invasive pest
from Asia called kud u
bug, Megacopta cribraria.
First detected in the U.S.
in 2009, M. cribraria has
established in 14 states
from Alabama and South
Carolina to Delaware. In
addition to the severe crop
loss caused to soybean, M.
cribraria infestation impacts
international trade and
commerce of agricultural
produce. However, no effective control strategies other than
chemical insecticides are currently available to manage this
pest. The long-term goal of this project is to enhance the
economic viability of soybean
and legume crop production in the U.S. by developing
effective management tools for M. cribraria, with special
focus on trap crops and attractant-based tactics. The central
hypothesis is that volatile semiochemicals (plant attractants
and pheromones) mediate host finding and aggregation
behavior of M. cribraria and that identification of these cues
can aid the development of effective management strategies
for M. cribraria. Specific objectives are to 1) Evaluate host
plant preference and identify attractive trap crops for M.
cribraria, 2) Identify plant-based semiochemical attractants
for M. cribraria, 3) Identify an aggregation pheromone
for M. cribraria. This Strengthening Grant (Seed Grant)
will enable the PIs to ac uire additional preliminary data
to support future standard proposals to NIFA. The project
addresses several priorities listed in the RFA, specifically
early detection, mitigation of the damage caused by new,
foreign or emerging insect pests .
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Ongoing USDA AFRI FASE and EPSCoR Program Awards during FY15 and FY16
Grant No

Start Date

End Date

Title

Award
Amount

INST

PD Name

2013-68004-20357

AU

Christy L.
Bratcher

12/15/2012

2013-67016-20523

AU

F.F. Bartol

2/1/2013

2014-67022-21694

AU

Maobing Tu

12/15/2013

12/14/2015

Nanocrystalline Cellulose Based Piezoelectric
Materials For Energy Sustainability

150,000

2015-67015-23229

AU

Cova R. Arias

3/1/2015

2/29/2016

Flavobacterium 2015 Conference

10,000

Identifying gaps between knowledge and
practice in production and distribution of
12/14/2015
local and regional foods for a more secure
food supply
Maternal Lactocrine Programming of Female
1/31/2016
Reproductive Tract Development

Development of Semiochemical-Based
Management Strategies for the Invasive
4/14/2017
Kudzu Bug, Megacopta cribraria in Soybean
Production
Development of 675K SNP arrays for whole
12/31/2017
genome mapping and genetic studies in
catfish
Whole genome mapping of disease
1/14/2018 resistance/susceptibility-associated SNPs in
catfish
Calcium regulation of interactions between a
1/14/2018 xylem-inhabiting pathogenic bactrerium and
host plants

2015-69004-23420

AU

Henry Y.
Fadamiro

4/15/2015

2015-67015-22907

AU

John Liu

1/1/2015

2015-67015-22975

AU

John Liu

1/15/2015

2015-67014-23085

AU

Leonardo De La
Fuente

1/15/2015

2015-67015-23285

AU

Rex Dunham

3/15/2015

3/14/2018

2015-67021-22842

AU

Sushil Adhikari

12/1/2014

11/30/2017

2015-69006-22927

TU

Robert Zabawa

2/15/2015

2/14/2020

Xenogenesis To Improve Artificial Spawning
of Reproductively Difficult Catfish
Formation of phenolic resin based
interpenetrating polymnet network from
pyrolysis oil
Securing the Land for Agricultural and
Community Development: Addressing Heir
Property as as Asset Building Strategy

740,144

700,000

150,000

485,000

455,000

377,214

450,000

494,336

499,998

Development of 675K SNP arrays for whole genome mapping
and genetic studies in catfish
Dr. John Liu, Auburn University
Catfish is the leading a uaculture species for US a uaculture. Catfish industry accounts for over 60 of all US a uaculture
production. In recent years, however, it has encountered unprecedented challenges due to devastating diseases and fierce
international competition. We must enhance production and performance traits in order to provide genetic stocks that
are more productive and profitable. A number of production traits are very important for the catfish industry including
growth rate, feed conversion e ciency, disease resistance and low oxygen tolerance. Selection of some production traits
such as disease resistance is very di cult using traditional approaches. Marker-assisted selection should be helpful by
selection using traits-linked molecular markers. A project entitled Development of 675K SNP arrays for whole genome
mapping and genetic studies in catfish was funded by US Department of Agriculture (USDA). This project is to develop a
high-density single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array technology. Application of genomics to breeding programs has the
greatest potential to provide competitive advantage for our catfish producers. However, the major limitations to adopting
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genome technologies in a uaculture currently are the lack
of a high throughput technology for the analysis of genomic
variations in relation to phenotypic variations. We need a
high-density SNP array technology that allows high e ciency,
cost-effective, whole-genome coverage analysis of genetics
of important performance traits such as disease resistance.
This project is poised to resolve these challenges, with three
specific objectives 1). Developing the catfish 675K SNP arrays;
2). Genetic mapping of whole genomic se uence scaffolds; 3).
Enhancing and validating the catfish whole genome assembly.
We have identified millions of SNPs for the design of the 675K
SNP arrays. This project will develop a technology for the most
e cient analysis of performance traits, and transform the
isolated whole genome se uence tags into a well-assembled
reference genome assembly, thereby enabling its application
in breeding and selection programs.

economic significance in sheep production in which it
causes abortions, fetal malformations, pre-term deliveries,
stillbirths and neonatal deaths. Infected sheep meat is also
a source of T. gondii infection in humans. There is currently
no medicine to eliminate T. gondii infections in sheep and
the live vaccine that is available has serious short-comings
because of its short shelf life and safety concerns for those
handling it. Thus, there is need for a non-infectious vaccine
that would be safe and effective. Therefore, deciphering
functionally significant T. gondii molecular mechanisms that
lead to modulation of host cell responses to infection would
be fundamental in designing new effective therapies and
vaccines against T. gondii. The main aim of this proposed
project is to undertake a detailed and thorough genetic,
molecular, immunological and cellular biological analysis of
the role of a T. gondii-secreted protein (herein called GRA10)
in modulating ovine host cell defense responses to T. gondii
infection and establish how this relates to the parasite’s
development and survival in the cells. Ultimately, our goal is
to elucidate molecular mechanisms that would be crucial in
developing new effective therapies and or vaccines against T.
gondii infections in sheep, leading to increased productivity
and profitability of the sheep industry and safer sheep meat
for human consumption.

Calcium regulation of interactions
between a xylem-inhabiting pathogenic
bacterium and host plants
Dr. Leonardo De Le Fuente, Auburn University

Whole genome mapping of disease
resistance/susceptibility-associated
SNPs in catfish
Dr. John Liu, Auburn University
Toxoplasma gondii is a widely prevalent obligate
intracellular oonotic proto oan parasite that is of great

The bacterium ylella fastidiosa causes destructive
diseases in crops such as grapes, citrus, blueberries and
others. These diseases are found mainly in the Americas, but
there have been recent reports of this bacterium causing
problems in Asia and Europe. This bacterium, transmitted
among plants by insect vectors, lives inside the xylem
vessels, which are the components of the vascular system
of the plant involved in transporting water and mineral
nutrients from the soil to the rest of the plant. Inside the
xylem the bacterium forms biofilms, or agglomerates of
bacteria surrounded by a sticky matrix, that clogs the
passage of nutrients in the plant and is believed to be
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responsible for the development of symptoms. Currently
there is no cure for the diseases caused by ylella fastidiosa,
and infected plants need to be removed and discarded.
Our research has shown that one particular mineral
element, calcium, has an important role during the
disease development, by increasing the virulence of the
bacterium, and being accumulated in infected plants. Our
data indicates that the plant defense response to infection
may worsen the disease, analogous to what occurs in
autoimmune diseases in animals. During this project we will
elucidate the key proteins in both plant and bacteria that
are involved in the calcium modification occurring during
disease. This information will allow us to target those
proteins for specific disease control methods.

Formation of phenolic resin based
interpenetrating polymner network
from pyrolysis oil
Dr. Sushil Adhikari, Auburn University

formaldehyde (PF) is the dominant resin for engineered
wood composites, and accounts for $2.3 billion in revenue
in North America and $10 billion worldwide. In addition,
the conductive polymers’ market is worth more than $14
billion worldwide ( $2 billion in U.S.).
Phenols concentration or OH number in pyrolysis oil
is the most important parameter for producing resins
using pyrolysis oil. The pyrolysis study in this project will
evaluate different techni ues to increase the OH number
in bio-oil. The long-term goal of our research is to develop
a better understanding of different bio-oil production
techni ues to increase the OH number and understand the
relationship between the chemical structure in bio-oil and
solid-state properties of the proposed IPNs in the context
of developing resins and conductive polymer systems from
renewable resources. During the proposed three years, the
team will conduct the necessary study needed to design,
synthesi e, and test final properties of IPNs suitable for high
mechanical performance, good adhesion properties and
electrical and thermal conductivities. To reach this goal, five
specific objectives are proposed as follows (a) investigate
different alternatives for enhancing the uality of bio-oil in
terms of phenol concentration or OH number to promote
polymeri ation reactions; (b) identify the role of different
bio-oil compounds for polymeri ation reactions and produce
novolac and novolac based IPNs from bio-oil; (c) evaluate
mechanical and other properties of resins; (d) investigate
the possibility of replacing petroleum based resins with biobased resins; and (e) perform techno-economic analysis of
the proposed process.
This project specifically addresses the goals of the
Agricultural Systems and Technology Priority focused on
Engineering, Products and Processes (A1521). The production
of adhesives resins from pyrolysis oil using lignocellulosic
biomass would lead to sustainable and innovative solutions
for U.S. and global agriculture and biobased industries.

Our overarching goal is to produce resins (novolac)
and epoxy-novolac and novolac-polyaniline based
interpenetrating polymer networks (IPNs) from fast
pyrolysis bio-oil to replace petroleum based adhesives
and conductive paints. The market share of these
products is several billions of dollars. For example, phenol
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Securing the Land for Agricultural
and Community Development:
Addressing Heir Property as an
Asset Building Strategy

Xenogensis To Improve
Artificial Spawning of
Reproductivity Difficult Catfish
Dr. Rex Dunham, Auburn University

Dr. Robert Zabawa, Tuskegee University
Production of hybrid catfish with the current
technology is labor intensive and re uires more skill than
most hatcheries possess. Genetic improvement of blue
catfish is hindered by their erratic spawning. By using stem
cell technology coupled with we should be able to produce
channel catfish possessing blue catfish sperm or eggs. Then
they could be mated naturally with each other or normal
channel catfish to more easily produce either blue catfish
or hybrid catfish. This could also be done with white catfish
with the advantage of the early maturity of white catfish.
The specific objectives are 1) to determine which is more
effective, the channel catfish system or the white catfish
system and 2) to determine which is more effective for
producing these fish, introducing the stem cells a few hours
a er fertili ation, at hatch or in young fish. We expect to
produce channel catish that when mated together produce
hybrid catfish or blue catfish, and to produce white catfish
that when mated together produce hybrid catfish or blue
catfish. The impact is that this research will make it much
easier and cheaper to produce hybrid catfish. This will help
rescue and grow a US catfish industry that is stressed by
foreign imports. Success will return the catfish industry to
its previous status, a multi-billion dollar industry.

Heir property causes land loss among African American
farmers, ranchers, and forestland owners and constrains
wealth creation within African American communities of
the South. Heir property refers to land and improvements
on land owned collectively by heirs of an owner who has
died without a probated will; traditionally, African American
landowners have been
reluctant to write
wills. Heir property
has limited collateral
value, and we estimate
that there are tens of
billions of dollars in
asset value that cannot
be used as collateral for
business ventures or agricultural investments. Additionally,
heir property owners are not eligible for important USDA
programs to farmers and homeowners, representing another
obstacle to African American wealth creation. The objectives
of our integrated project (research, Extension, teaching)
combine the faculty and graduate students at Tuskegee
and Auburn Universities with two leading non-profit
organi ations, Land Loss Prevention Project and Alabama
Appleseed, which have made major contributions addressing
heir property. This project will compare four African American
New Deal Resettlement Communities established to provide
farmland, and four neighboring communities, to examine
the impact of heir property on asset building, cultural
continuity, and community development. The project will
identify strategies to address heir property that impede asset
building, use research findings to develop Extension and
outreach publications and programs to serve heir property
owners and communities, and establish a course taught
jointly at Tuskegee and Auburn Universities that focuses on
heir property and land loss in the context of asset building
and community development in Alabama and the South.
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EPSCoR and EPSCoR-like program budgets by agency: FY 2002-2014 (Millions of dollars)
Agency
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
All agencies 288.9 358 353.3 367.4 367.1 363.1 418.9 437.2 160.1 436 483.4 461 488.6
DOD
15.7 15.7
8.4 11.4 11.5
9.5
17 14.1
0
0
0
0
0
DOE
7.7 11.7
7.7
7.6
7.3
7.3 14.7 16.8 21.6
8.5
8.5
8.4
10
EPA
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
NASA
10
10
10
12 12.5 12.8 15.5
20
25
25
18
18
18
NIH
160 210 214 222 220 218 223.6 224.3 228.8 226.5 276.5 261.6 273.3
NSF
79.3 88.8 93.7 93.4 97.8 101.5 120 133 147.1 146.8 150.9 147.6 158.2
USDA
13.7 19.3
17 18.6
18
14 28.1
29 37.6 29.2 29.5 25.4 29.1
Source: National Science Board, Science and Engineering Indicators 2016

FY2017 EPSCoR/IDeA Budget Summary
Numbers in millions of dollars
FY17
FY17
FY15
FY16
FY17
FY17
Agency
Budget
Coalition
Omnibus Omnibus
House
Senate
Request
Goals
NSF
159.69
160
162.13*
170
170.7
160
NIH
273.325
320.8
320.84
331.14
333.3
333.4
DOE
10
15
8.5
20
10
20
USDA
48.7**
52.5**
N/A
56.25**
56.25**
56.25**
NASA
18
18
9
25
18
18
Totals
509.72
566.3
500.47*** 602.39
588.25
587.65
*Represents discretionary spending
** Represents 15 percent of the Agriculture and Food Research Initiative (AFRI budget)
*** Figure does not include AFRI funding
Source: EPSCoR/IDeA October 2016 Newsletter
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